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News in Breif

New Delhi, Agency. About 24 hours after 
military chiefs from India and Pakistan 
surprised the world last month with a 
rare joint commitment to respect a 2003 
!"#$"%&'(")#*(""+",-.)-/")-01)2'130+#-)04)
the United Arab Emirates popped over to 
New Delhi for a quick one-day visit. The 
04&'!'#3)567)("#208-)04)-/")9":;)<=)+""-',*)
*#>")4"?)!38"$)04)?/#-)90("'*,)@','$-"()
Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed spoke about 
with Indian counterpart Subrahmanyam 
A#'$/#,B#(.),0-',*)-/"C)D2'$!8$$"2)#33)
("*'0,#3)#,2)',-"(,#-'0,#3)'$$8"$)04)!0++0,)
',-"("$-)#,2)"E!/#,*"2)>'"?$)0,)-/"+;F)G"-)
:"/',2)!30$"2)200($.)-/")H,2'#%I#B'$-#,)
!"#$"%&'(")+#(B"2)#)+'3"$-0,")',)$"!("-)-#3B$)
:(0B"("2):C)-/")567)-/#-):"*#,)+0,-/$)
"#(3'"(.)#!!0(2',*)-0)04&'!'#3$)#?#(")04)-/")
$'-8#-'0,)?/0)#$B"2),0-)-0):")'2",-'&'"2;)J/")
!"#$"&'(".)0,")$#'2.)'$)0,3C)-/"):"*',,',*)04)
#)3#(*"()(0#2+#1)-0)40(*")#)3#$-',*)1"#!")
:"-?"",)-/"),"'*/:0($.):0-/)04)?/'!/)/#>")
,8!3"#()?"#10,$)#,2)$1#()("*83#(3C)0>"()
a decades-old territory dispute. The next 
$-"1)',)-/")1(0!"$$.)-/")04&'!'#3)$#'2.)',>03>"$)
:0-/)$'2"$)("',$-#-',*)",>0C$)',)K"?)L"3/')
#,2)H$3#+#:#2.)?/0)?"(")1833"2)',)<MNO)
after Pakistan protested India’s move to 
revoke seven decades of autonomy for the 
2'$18-"2)@8$3'+%+#P0('-C)$-#-")04)A#++8)
and Kashmir. 

Secret India-Pakistan peace 
roadmap brokered by top 
UAE royals : Report

Mohali, Agency. Even as more than a 
month has passed after the declaration 
04)("$83-$)04)-/")@8,'!'1#3)Q0(10(#-'0,)
1033$.)("$'2",-$)#(")$-'33)?#'-',*)40()-/"),"?)
+#C0(;)J/"),0-'&'!#-'0,)40()-/")0#-/%-#B',*)
!"("+0,C)04)!08,!'330($)!#,)*"-)2"3#C"2)
48(-/"()28")-0)QRSHL%NO)("$-('!-'0,$)',)
-/")$-#-";)J/")@Q)"3"!-'0,$)?"(")/"32)0,)
9":(8#(C)NT)#,2)-/")("$83-$)?"(")2"!3#("2)
0,)9":(8#(C)NU;)J/")Q0,*("$$)?0,)VW)
wards out of 50 while the Azad Group 
?0,)NN;)J?0)',2"1",2",-)!#,2'2#-"$)
?0,)-00;)DJ/")1(0!"$$)'$)2"3#C"2;)L8")-0)#)
$8(*")',)QRSHL%NO)!#$"$)#,2)("$-('!-'0,$.)
there could be a delay in the issuance 
04),0-'&'!#-'0,)40()-#B',*)-/")0#-/;)J/")
residents of the city may have to wait 
30,*"()-0)*"-)-/"),"?)+#C0(.F)#,)@Q)04&'!'#3)
$#'2;)6)Q0,*("$$)!08,!'330(.)?/0)?'$/"2)
,0-)-0):"),#+"2.)$#'2)-/#-)-/")6$$"+:3C)
"3"!-'0,$)#(")28")',)-/"):"*',,',*)04),"E-)
year and due to the delay in the selection 
04)-/")+#C0()#,2)-/")48,!-'0,',*)04)-/")
!'>'!):02C.)+#,C)2">"301+",-)?0(B$)!0832)
:")2"3#C"2;)DX")/#>")/#(23C)#(08,2),',")
months to deliver. 

!"#$%&"#'&!"%()*&+,))&
awaits new mayor

Dehradun, Agency.   

5--#(#B/#,2) Q/'"4) @','$-"() J'(#-/) Y',*/) Z#?#-)
/#$) -"$-"2) 10$'-'>") 40() Q0>'2%NO) #,2) '$) ,0?) 13#!"2)
8,2"() '$03#-'0,;) DH) /#>") '$03#-"2) +C$"34) 8,2"() -/")
supervision of the doctors. Those of you who have 
!0+") ',)!30$")!0,-#!-)?'-/)+") ',) -/") 3#$-) 4"?)2#C$.)
13"#$"):")!#8-'08$)#,2)*"-)C08($"34)!/"!B"2F.)Z#?#-)
-?""-"2;) Z#?#-) ?#$) $!/"283"2) -0) ("#!/) K"?) L"3/')
-02#C) 40() #) 408(%2#C) >'$'-) -0) +""-) I('+") @','$-"()
@02'.) 6+'-) Y/#/) #,2) 0-/"() !#:',"-) +','$-"($;) H,)
>'"?)04)-/")$8(*")04)Q0>'2)!#$"$)',)$">"(#3)$-#-"$.)-/")
5,'0,)["#3-/)@','$-(C)"#(3'"()#$B"2)-/")5--#(#B/#,2)
*0>"(,+",-)-0)(#+1)81)-"$-',*)#,2)$"-)81)#2"\8#-")
!('-'!#3)!#(")4#!'3'-'"$)28(',*)-/")0,*0',*)]8+:/)@"3#)
',)[#('2?#(;)6$)1"()-/")5,'0,)["#3-/)@','$-(C.)H,2'#)
("!0(2"2)T=.O^N),"?)!#$"$)04)!0(0,#>'(8$)',4"!-'0,$)
0,)Y8,2#C.)04)?/'!/)VM.^V^)!#$"$)?"(") ("10(-"2) ',)
@#/#(#$/-(#)#,2)<.=TT)!#$"$)',)I8,P#:;)J/"),8+:"()
of deaths reported from across the country crossed 
-/") <MM%&'*8(") 40() -/") &'($-) -'+") $',!") A#,8#(C) N<;)
6!-'>")!#$"$),0?)0>"()V;VT) 3#B/.)#) 3">"3) '$) 3#$-)$"",)
#(08,2)L"!"+:"()N^;

-.(/(0%(#1&2!&3*/($%&4*#5%&

6(7($&$8+$+&2"9*1&:"+*$98

New Delhi, Agency.  

90(+"() @8+:#') Q0++'$$'0,"() 04)
I03'!") I#(#+) _'() Y',*/.) 0,) @0,2#C.)
&'3"2) #) 1"-'-'0,) :"40(") -/") Y81("+")
Q08(-) $""B',*) \8#$/',*) 04) -/")
@#/#(#$/-(#) *0>"(,+",-) 0(2"()
-(#,$4"((',*) /'+) -0) -/") [0+") `8#(2)
L"1#(-+",-;) J/") HIY) 04&'!"(.) ',) /'$)
13"#.)!#33"2)-/")-(#,$4"()D#(:'-(#(C)#,2)
'33"*#3F;) 5,2"() &3#B) 40() D+'$/#,23',*F)
the case of bomb scare outside 
@8B"$/)6+:#,'a$) ("$'2",!")/"(".) -/")
@#/#(#$/-(#)*0>"(,+",-)0,)@#(!/)NW)
-(#,$4"(("2) Y',*/) 4(0+) -/") 10$-) #,2)
#110',-"2) $",'0() HIY) 04&'!"() ["+#,-)
K#*(#3".) ?/0) ?#$) /032',*) #22'-'0,#3)
!/#(*") 04) @#/#(#$/-(#) L`I.) #$) -/")
,"?)!0++'$$'0,"()04)@8+:#')I03'!";)
L#C$)#4-"()/")?#$)$/8,-"2)08-.)Y',*/.)
',) #) 3"--"() -0) Q/'"4) @','$-"() 522/#>)
J/#!B"(#C.)#!!8$"2)@#/#(#$/-(#)[0+")
@','$-"() 6,'3) L"$/+8B/) 04) ',283*',*)
',)D+#31(#!-'!"$F)#,2)#$B',*)',$1"!-0()
Y#!/',)X#b")-0)!033"!-)Z$)NMM)!(0(")#)
+0,-/;) DJ/") [0,a:3") [0+") @','$-"()
"E1("$$"2)-0)X#b")-/#-)/")/#2)#)-#(*"-)
-0) #!!8+83#-")Z$) NMM) !(0(") #)+0,-/;)
90()#!/'">',*)-/")#40("$#'2)-#(*"-.)-/")

[0+") @','$-"() -032) X#b") -/#-) -/"(")
#(")#:08-)N.W^M):#($.)("$-#8(#,-$)#,2)
0-/"()"$-#:3'$/+",-$)',)@8+:#')#,2)'4)
#)$8+)04)Z$)<%V)3#B/)"#!/)?#$)!033"!-"2)
4(0+)"#!/)04)-/"+.)#)+0,-/3C)!033"!-'0,)
04)Z$)TM%^M)!(0(")?#$)#!/'">#:3";)J/")
[0+")@','$-"()#22"2) -/#-) -/") ("$-)04)
the collection could be made from 
0-/"()$08(!"$.F)Y',*/)/#2)?('--",;

Param Bir Singh moves Supreme Court to quash 

transfer order, calls it ‘arbitrary’ and ‘illegal’

Mumbai, Agency.  

6)$1"!'#3)!08(-)0,)@0,2#C)("P"!-"2)
-/") :#'3) #113'!#-'0,) 04) -(':#3) ('*/-$)
activist and Jesuit priest Stan 
Y?#+C.) #(("$-"2) :C) -/") K#-'0,#3)
H,>"$-'*#-'0,) 6*",!C) cKH6d) ',) -/")
73*#() I#('$/#2) !#$";) J/") UV%C"#(%
032)Z#,!/')("$'2",-)/#$):"",)302*"2)
',) J#30P#) Q",-(#3) A#'3) 40() -/") 1#$-)
&'>") +0,-/$;) J/") KH6) /#2) #(("$-"2)
Y?#+C) 0,) R!-0:"() W) 4(0+) Z#,!/'.)
:(08*/-) /'+) -0) @8+:#') -/") ,"E-)
2#C) #,2) &'3"2) #) !/#(*"$/""-) #*#',$-)
him and seven others. He has been 
in judicial custody since then. In 
/'$) :#'3) 13"#.) Y?#+C) /#2) $#'2) -/#-)
/'$) #(("$-) ?#$) D8,!#33"2) 40(F) #,2)
D+#3#&'2"F;) [") #3$0) $#'2) -/#-) /'$)
!8$-02C)?#$),0-)$08*/-)40()0>"()-?0)
C"#($)#4-"() -/")9HZ)?#$) &'3"2.)?/'!/)
showed that he was not considered 
#)&3'*/-)('$B)0()$0+"0,")?/0)?0832)
-#+1"() ?'-/) ">'2",!";) /") VN%1#*")
:#'3) 13"#.) &'3"2) -/(08*/) /'$) 3#?C"()
Y/#('4) Y/#'B/) ',) K0>"+:"(.) /#2)

also said that Swamy has been 
-#(*"--"2):C)-/")',>"$-'*#-',*)#*",!C)
28") -0) -/") D,#-8(") 04) /'$) ?('-',*$)
#,2) ?0(BF) #:08-) D!#$-") #,2) 3#,2)
$-(8**3"$) 04) -/") 1"013") ',) H,2'#)
and violation of the democractic 
('*/-$) 04) -/") +#(*',#3'$"2) !'-'b",$)
04) H,2'#F;)J/")KH6)!/#(*"$/""-) &'3"2)
#*#',$-)Y?#+C)/#2)!3#'+"2) -/#-)/")
'$)#)+"+:"()04):#,,"2)0(*#,'b#-'0,)
QIH)c@#0'$-d.)#,2)-/#-)/")?#$)*'>",)
-/") ("$10,$':'3'-C) 04) $1("#2',*) '-$)
activities after the arrest of many 
1#(-C)+"+:"($;)Y?#+C.)?/0)(8,)#,)
K`R) ',) A/#(B/#,2.) /#2) 2",'"2) -/'$)
$-#-',*) -/#-) -/") ">'2",!") 408,2) 0,)

/'$)3#1-01)!#,):")D"#$'3C)+#,'183#-"2)
#,2) 13#,-"2) 0,) #,) ',$"!8(") 2'*'-#3)
2'>'2"F;) J/") :#'3) 13"#) #3$0) $#'2) -/#-)
he was nowhere connected to the 
0(*#,'$#-'0,) 04) -/") 73*#() I#('$/#2)
">",-)0,)L"!"+:"()VN.)<MNW.)?/'!/)
the NIA claims was linked to the 
>'03",!") ',) _/'+#) ]0("*#0,) -/")
,"E-) 2#C;) J/") KH6.) -/(08*/) $1"!'#3)
18:3'!) 1(0$"!8-0() I(#B#$/) Y/"--C.)
had said that Swamy was found 
-0) :") !0,>",',*) +""-',*$) /"32) -0)
condemn the arrest of the others in 
-/")!#$")#,2)#33"*"2)-/#-) -/"(")?#$)
">'2",!")04)/'$)K`R)("!"'>',*)40("'*,)
48,2$;) H,) R!-0:"() 3#$-) C"#(.) Y?#+C)
/#2)$08*/-) ',-"('+):#'3)("4"((',*)-0)
-/") *8'2"3',"$) :C) -/") $-#-"a$) ['*/)
I0?"("2) Q0++'--"") #110',-"2) 0,)
2'("!-'0,$) 04) -/") Y81("+") Q08(-)
("!0++",2',*)2"!0,*"$-'0,)04)P#'3$)
28(',*) -/")Q0>'2%NO)1#,2"+'!;)J/")
KH6.)/0?">"(.)/#2)#3$0)-/",)0110$"2)
-/")13"#)$-#-',*)-/#-)-/"(")'$),0)+"('-)
',) Y?#+C) $""B',*) ("3'"4) #$) 1"() -/")
!0++'--""a$)*8'2"3',"$;)

Stan Swamy’s bail plea 
rejected in Elgar Parishad case

2;$$*#5&<(08&7*$%&3/*<")";/'&=+%"0(&2%(0/(&"#&*$&*+&#"$&(&9*")($*"#&>&!(1/(+&?*5%&2";/$

3%8&<";/$&()+"&<*$81&3(5"/8&$"&8@:%(+*A8&*$+&:"*#$&"#&#($*"#()*+@

New Delhi, Agency.

Q8--',*)#)!#B")-/#-)/#$)-/")J('!0308()#,2)6$/0B#)
Q/#B(#)2"$'*,)0,)'-) '$),"'-/"()8,1#-('0-'!),0()
#,) D',$83-F) 8,2"() -/") I(">",-'0,) 04) H,$83-$)
-0) K#-'0,#3) [0,08() 6!-.) NOWN.) -/") @#2(#$)
['*/) Q08(-) (83"2) @0,2#C.) _#() #,2) _",!/)
("10(-"2;) J/") !08(-) ?#$) /"#(',*) #) 13"#) &'3"2)
:C)L)Y",-/'3B8+#()#33"*',*)-/#-)!8--',*)#)!#B")
that carried a representation of the Tricolour 
amounted to an offence under Section 2 of 
the Prevention of Insults to National Honour 
6!-.) NOWN) cY"!-'0,) <) 1",#3'$"$) #,) ',$83-) -0)
-/") H,2'#,) &3#*) #,2) Q0,$-'-8-'0,) 04) H,2'#)
?'-/) '+1('$0,+",-)81) -0)V)C"#($)0()#) &',")0()
:0-/d;) Y",-/'3B8+#() /#2) &'3"2) #) !0+13#',-)
#4-"() #) =e^) 4""-) !#B") ?'-/) -/") J('!0308() #,2)
-/") 6$/0B#) Q/#B(#) 0,) '-)?#$) !8-.) 2'$-(':8-"2)
#,2) !0,$8+"2) :C) 0>"() <.^MM) *8"$-$) 28(',*)
#) Q/('$-+#$) L#C) ">",-) ',) <MNV;) J/") ">",-)
?#$) #3$0) ) #--",2"2) :C) -/") L'$-('!-) Q033"!-0()
04) Q0'+:#-0(".) -/") L"18-C) Q0++'$$'0,"() 04)
I03'!".)#,2)>#('08$)0-/"()("3'*'08$)3"#2"($)#,2)
+"+:"($)4(0+)K`R$.)_#()#,2)_",!/)("10(-"2;)
A8$-'!")K)6,#,2)S",B#-"$/.)?/'3")\8#$/',*)-/")
!('+',#3)1(0!""2',*$)',)/'$)(83',*)0,)@0,2#C.)
$#'2.) DJ/"(") '$),0)208:-)-/#-),#-'0,#3'$+)',)#)

2"+0!(#!C) 3'B") H,2'#) '$) >"(C) >'-#3;) _8-.) /C1"()
#,2) $8(4"'-) #2/"(",!") -0) '-) *0"$) #*#',$-) -/")
1(0$1"('-C)04)08(),#-'0,)4(0+)#33)'-$)1#$-)*30(Cf)
6)1#-('0-) '$) ,0-) 0,")?/0)0,3C) (#'$"$) -/") &3#*.)
symbolises his national pride and wear it on 
/'$)$3"">".):8-)#3$0.)#)1"($0,)?/0):#-$)40()*002)

*0>"(,#,!";) J/") $C+:03'$#-'0,) 04) ,#-'0,#3)
1('2")'$),0-)$C,0,C+08$)?'-/)1#-('0-'$+.)P8$-)
3'B")/0?)!8--',*)#)!#B")'$),0-)8,1#-('0-'!;F)J/")
!08(-)#3$0)!'-"2)J#*0(")-0)"+1/#$'b")'-$)10',-)
0,),#-'0,#3'$+g)DI#-('0-'$+)!#,,0-):")08()&',#3)
$1'('-8#3)$/"3-"(h)+C)("48*")'$)/8+#,'-C;)H)?'33)

,0-) :8C) *3#$$) 40() -/") 1('!") 04) 2'#+0,2$.) #,2)
I will never allow patriotism to triumph over 
/8+#,'-C)#$) 30,*)#$) H) 3'>";F)Y-#-',*) -/#-) -/0$")
?/0)#--",2"2)-/")">",-):#!B)',)<MNV)2'2),0-)',)
#,C)?#C)-(C)-0)',$83-),#-'0,#3'$+.)-/")!08(-)$#'2.)
DX'33)-/"C):")4""3',*)*("#-)1('2")',):"30,*',*)-0)
-/'$) *("#-),#-'0,.)0()?0832) -/")1('2")04) H,2'#)
/#>")!0+")20?,)0,)-/")+"(")!8--',*)04)#)!#B")
28(',*)-/")!"3":(#-'0,i)X'-/08-)#,C)/"$'-#-'0,.)
-/'$)Q08(-)!#,)/032)-/#-)-/")1#(-'!'1#,-$)?0832)
/#>") 4"3-) 0,3C) -/") 40(+"() #,2) ,0-) -/") 3#--"(;F)
It further said that many people will become 
8,!0+40(-#:3")/#,23',*)-/")J('!0308()'4)j',$83-a)
'$)#!!0(2"2)#):(0#2"()2"&','-'0,;)DJ/")K#-'0,#3)
93#*) '$) *'>",)28(',*) -/") 48,!-'0,)#$)#) $C+:03)
04) 08() ,#-'0,#3) 1('2";) R,!") $8!/) #) 4""3',*) '$)
!("#-"2) ',) -/") +',2$) 04) -/") 1#(-'!'1#,-$.) -/")
18(10$")40()?/'!/)-/"),#-'0,#3)93#*)?#$)*'>",)
0() 8$"2) ?'33) :") #!/'">"2f;) J/") 93#*) Q02")
20"$) 1(0>'2") #) +"!/#,'$+) -0) 2"$-(0C) &3#*$)
',) 1('>#-".) ',) #) +#,,"() !0,$'$-",-) ?'-/) -/")
2'*,'-C)04)-/")93#*.)#,2)#$)#)("$10,$':3")!'-'b",.)
it should be followed in letter and spirit. Not all 
?'33):")#?#(")04)-/'$)1(0!"28(".)#,2)-/"("40(".)
that by itself will not make them susceptible to 
!0++'--',*)#,)044",!")8,2"()Y"!-'0,)<)04) -/")
6!-.F)-/")0(2"()$#'2;

Anil Deshmukh to continue as 
home minister, says Sharad Pawar, 
questions timing of allegations

Jalandhar, Agency. In a unique step to 
!0+:#-)+#3,8-('-'0,.)I8,P#:a$)/0(-'!83-8(")
department has come up with a project 
!#33"2)j61,'):#*'!/')-")*/#()*/#()B/8+:#a)
cR?,)B'-!/",)*#(2",)#,2)+8$/(00+$)#-)
">"(C)/0+"d.)?/'!/)044"($)4("")-(#',',*)',)
*(0?',*)+8$/(00+$)40()$"34)!0,$8+1-'0,)#$)
well as commercial purposes.
5,2"()-/")1(0P"!-.)-/")2"1#(-+",-)'$)
-(#',',*)$+#33)#,2)+#(*',#3)4#(+"($.)$!/003)
-"#!/"($.)$!/003)#,2)!033"*")$-82",-$)#$)
well as unemployed youth. The aim is also 
-0)*(#28#33C)',!382")+8$/(00+$)',)+'22#C)
meals as it would add more nutritional 
>#38";)H,2'#)(#,B$)/'*/)',)-/")3'$-)04)!08,-('"$)
?'-/)/'*/"$-)(#-"$)04)+#3,8-('-'0,)#+0,*)
!/'32(",;)J/")K#-'0,#3)9#+'3C)["#3-/)Y8(>"C)
("10(-)$-#-"$)-/#-)',)$">"(#3)1#(-$)04)H,2'#.)
!/'32(",):0(,):"-?"",)<MNT%NO)#(")+0(")
+#3,08('$/"2)-/#,)-/")1(">'08$)*","(#-'0,;

4@())'&@(/5*#()&E(/@8/+'&@*11(F&

@8()+&"#&@*#1'&G;#H(I&+$(/$+&E/88&

$/(*#*#5&*#&@;+%/""@&5/"7*#5

!   Param Bir Singh also sought 

a CBI probe into alleged 

corrupt malpractices of 

Maharashtra Home Minister 

Anil Deshmukh.

New Delhi, Agency.   

k8"$-'0,',*)-/")-'+',*)04)-/")#33"*#-'0,$)
04) !0((81-'0,) #*#',$-) 6,'3) L"$/+8B/)
:C) 40(+"() @8+:#') -01) !01) I#(#+) _'()
Y',*/.) KQI) 1("$'2",-) Y/#(#2) I#?#() 0,)
@0,2#C)$#'2)-/#-)/")?'33)!0,-',8")#$)-/")
/0+") +','$-"() 04) @#/#(#$/-(#;) DH4) C08)
$"") -/") 40(+"()Q0++'$$'0,"(a$) 3"--"(.)/")
+",-'0,$) -/#-) ',) +'2%9":(8#(C) /") ?#$)
',40(+"2):C)!"(-#',)04&'!"($)-/#-)-/"C)*0-)
such and such instructions from Home 
@','$-"(f9(0+) =-/%N=-/) 9":(8#(C.) @()
Deshmukh was admitted in the hospital 
:"!#8$")04)Q0(0,#.F)I#?#()-032)("10(-"($)
when asked about BJP’s demand for 
L"$/+8B/a$) ("$'*,#-'0,;) DH-) '$) !3"#()
-/#-) 28(',*) -/") 1"('02) #:08-) ?/'!/) -/")
#33"*#-'0,$) ?"(") +#2".) 6,'3) L"$/+8B/)
?#$) /0$1'-#3'$"2;) 6$) -/'$) '$) !3"#(.) $8!/)
2"+#,2$) /032) ,0) 10?"(.F) /") #22"2;)
98(-/"(.)$-#-',*)-/#-)-/")@#/#(#$/-(#)6,-'%
Terrorism Squad has arrested two people 
',) -/")@8B"$/)6+:#,'):0+:)$!#(")!#$".)
-/")KQI)!/'"4)#$$"(-"2)-/#-)-/")6JY)1(0:")
'$)+0>',*)',)-/")('*/-)2'("!-'0,;)

D98(-/"()1(0:")?'33):(',*)-/")-(8-/)08-.F)
/") -032) ("10(-"($) #22',*) -/#-) #--"+1-$)
#(") :"',*) +#2") -0) 2'>"(-) #--",-'0,) 4(0+)
the main incident of bomb scare outside 
6+:#,'a$) ("$'2",!") #,2) -/") B'33',*) 04)
@#,$8B/) ['(#,) :"',*) ',>"$-'*#-"2) :C)
-/") @#/#(#$/-(#) 6JY;) I#?#() 48(-/"() -032)
reporters that a decision cannot be made 
>"(C) "#$'3C) #$) -/") #33"*#-'0,$) 3">"33"2) :C)
I#(#+)_'() #*#',$-) L"$/+8B/) #(") D$"('08$)
#,2)("\8'(")#,)',%2"1-/)1(0:"F;)@"#,?/'3".)
-/") _AI) /'-) :#!B) #-) Y/#(#2) I#?#() $#C',*)
-/#-) 6,'3) L"$/+8B/) ?#$) /032',*) #) 1("$$)
!0,4"(",!") 0,) 9":(8#(C) N^) #$) #*#',$-) -/")
!3#'+$)+#2"):C)-/")KQI)!/'"4)-/#-)-/")/0+")
+','$-"() ?#$) ',) /0$1'-#3) 4(0+) 9":(8#(C)

^%N^)#,2) ',)\8#(#,-',") 4(0+)9":(8#(C)N=%
<W;)X/",)-/")("10(-"($)#$B"2)I#?#()#:08-)
@#3>'C#a$)-?""-.)-/")KQI)!/'"4)300B"2)>'$':3C)
rattled and said he has been informed 
-/#-) L"$/+8B/) ?#$) /0$1'-#3'$"2) 28(',*)
-/#-) -'+".) ?/'3") -(C',*) -0) 202*") 48(-/"()
\8"$-'0,$;)64-"()40(+"()@8+:#')103'!")!/'"4)
I#(#+) _'() Y',*/) 2(011"2) #) 3"--"() :0+:)
#33"*',*)-/#-)6,'3)L"$/+8B/)?#,-"2)103'!")
04&'!"($) -0) !033"!-) Z$) NMM) !(0(") +0,-/3C)
4(0+):#($)#,2)/0-"3$)',)-/")!'-C.)-/")_AI)/#2)
('$",)'-$)>0'!")2"+#,2',*)/'$)("+0>#3)#$)-/")
/0+") +','$-"(;) [0?">"(.) -/") @#/#) S'B#$)
6*/#2')*0>"(,+",-)+#',-#',"2)-/#-)'-)?#$)
#) D!0,$1'(#!CF) -0) 2"4#+") -/")@#/#(#$/-(#)
*0>"(,+",-;) Y",'0() KQI) 3"#2"() #,2) $-#-")
+','$-"() K#?#:) @#3'B) /#2) #3$0) "#(3'"() ',)
-/") 2#C) \8"$-'0,"2) -/") D-'+',*F) 04) I#(#+)
_'() Y',*/a$) 3"--"(;) @#3'B.) ?/0) '$) ,#-'0,#3)
$10B"$1"($0,)04)-/")KQI.)#3$0)$#'2)-/")1#(-C)
/#$)2"!'2"2)-/#-)L"$/+8B/),""2),0-)("$'*,)
#-)-/'$)P8,!-8(";)D6)!#33)0,)L"$/+8B/a$)4#-")
?'33) :") -#B",) 0,!") 1(0:") '$) !0+13"-"2F;)
@"#,?/'3".) -/") Y/'>) Y",#) -02#C) $#'2) -/")

@#/#) S'B#$) 6*/#2') *0>"(,+",-) ",P0C$)
D*002)+#P0('-CF)#,2)'-)?'33),0-)4#33):"!#8$")
04) D0,") 04&'!'#3F) ">",) #$) '-) #2+'--"2)
-/#-) "E%@8+:#') 103'!") !/'"4) I#(#+) _'()
Y',*/a$) #33"*#-'0,$) 04) !0((81-'0,) #*#',$-)
$-#-") [0+") @','$-"() 6,'3) L"$/+8B/)
/#>") +#3'*,"2) -/") '+#*") 04) -/") 3#--"(a$)
2"1#(-+",-;) R,) Y8,2#C.) Y/#(#2) I#?#()
/#2)$#'2)-/#-)@#/#(#$/-(#)Q/'"4)@','$-"()
Uddhav Thackeray will decide the fate 
04) L"$/+8B/;) Y",'0() KQI) 3"#2"($) 6P'-)
Pawar and state unit president Jayant Patil 
also met Pawar at his residence in Delhi 
the same day when it was decided that 
Deshmukh will not step down. A major 
103'-'!#3) $-0(+) "(81-"2) ',) @#/#(#$/-(#)
#4-"()Y',*/.)?/0)?#$)("!",-3C)$/8,-"2)08-)
#$) @8+:#') 103'!") !0++'$$'0,"(.) ?(0-")
#) 3"--"() -0) Q/'"4) @','$-"() J/#!B"(#C) 3#$-)
?""B) !3#'+',*) L"$/+8B/) /#2) #$B"2)
Y#!/',)X#b".)!8((",-3C)',)-/")KH6)!8$-02C.)
#,2)0-/"()103'!")04&'!"($)-0)!033"!-)Z$)NMM)
!(0(")+0,-/3C.) ',!382',*) Z$) ^M) -0) Z$) =M)
!(0(")4(0+):#($)#,2)/0-"3$)',)@8+:#';)

!  Rawat was scheduled to reach New 

Delhi today for a four-day visit to 

meet Prime Minister Modi, Amit 

Shah and other cabinet ministers.

!  After former Mumbai 
police chief Param 
Bir Singh dropped a 
letter bomb alleging 
that Anil Deshmukh 
!"#$%&'()*+,%')-.+,%/0'
to collect Rs 100 crore 
monthly from bars and 
hotels in the city, the 
BJP had risen its voice 
demanding his removal 
as the home minister.
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!"#$%&'()*+,-#'*++./#!!0#+%*1%'-#2345#637(1#'8+%-/#*9%:1%%-#

-*.#;#<=3'%#)3''(%1#*>38"#38'#+(7%+(?331-#"?*:#7('8-,
Ludhiana, Agency.  

!"#$%& '"()*& +,-,& .-/0,123& 42567,8& /7& 79,&
:;<=/1& )/9/& */>>,2/1?& /88-,==,8& .3& @@A&
1/7<51/2& B51C,15-& /18& %,29<& !)& @-C<18&
;,D-<+/2& <1& E/F9/G6-/1/& 5H& )5F/& *618/3&
,C,1& /=& B/=,=& B517<16,8& 75& -<=,& <1& 79,& =7/7,I&
J956=/18=& 5H& /77,18,,=& /7& 79,& -/223& =/7&
+<79567& +,/-<1F& >/=K=& 15-& G-/B7<=<1F& =5B</2&
8<=7/1B<1FI& )5F/& 9,/279& 8,G/-7>,17& 5H4<B</2=&
=/<8&79/7&,C,1&/=&H56-&7,/>=&5H&9,/279&+5-K,-=&
+,-,&8,G253,8&/7& 79,&C,16,& H5-&-/G<8&/17<F,1&
7,=7<1F& /18& (JLA!(& =/>G2,& B522,B7<51& 5H& 79,&
G,5G2,& +95& +,-,& B5><1F& 75& /77,18& 79,& -/223M&
157& /& =<1F2,& 7,=7& B5628& .,& B5186B7,8& 86,& 75&
79,&:B9/5=?&79/7&G-,C/<2,8&/7&79,&C,16,I&N5-&79,&
G/=7& H56-&8/3=M&A61D/.&9/=&.,,1&/88<1F&>5-,&
79/1&OMPPP&B/=,=&8/<23&75&<7=&7/223I&$7&=7/18=&1,Q7&
5123& 75& )/9/-/=97-/& <1& 79,& 7,->=& 5H& 9<F9,=7&
8/<23&8,/79=&86,&75&!5C<8I&R9<2,&@@A&+5-K,-=&
+,-,&=,,1&8<=7-<.67<1F&B6=75><=,8&:@@A?&>/=K=&
/18& =/1<7<=,-=& /7& 79,& ,17-/1B,& G5<17=& 5H& 79,&
C,16,M&C,-3&H,+&=<77<1F&<1&79,&G/18/2&+,-,&=,,1&
+,/-<1F&79,>I&J9,-,&+/=&15&=5B</2&8<=7/1B<1F&
/=& 7956=/18=& =/7& B25=,& 75F,79,-& 75& 2<=7,1& 75&
;,D-<+/2?=& =G,,B9I& ),/1+9<2,M& @@A& 2,/8,-=&
<1B268<1F&)A&E9/F+/17&)/11&5G,123&>5BK,8&
79,& S!5-51/& H,/-T& H-5>& 79,& <1& 79,<-& =G,,B9,=&
/18& =/<8& 79/7& B5-51/C<-6=& +/=& 15& -,/=51&
75& G5=7G51,& 5-& B/1B,2& 79,<-& -/223I& J9,& )5F/&

/8><1<=7-/7<51& 9/8& F-/17,8& @@A& G,-><==<51&
75& 9528& 79,& -/223& +<79& :B518<7<51=?& 79/7& 79,&
G/-73&9/8&75&H5225+&<1&C<,+&5H&!5C<8I&J9,&2,77,-&
=/<8&79/7&K,,G<1F&<1&C<,+&-<=<1F&!5C<8&B/=,=&<1&
A61D/.M& 79,& 5-F/1<0,-=& 9/C,& 75& ,1=6-,UV& "123&
795=,&#$A=&/18&##$A=&=95628&.,&/225+,8&75&=<7&
51&=7/F,&+95&7,=7&1,F/7<C,&<1&G/=7&WX&956-=I
V& @22& 79,& 2,/8,-=& /18& +5-K,-=& +95& +<22&
G/-7<B<G/7,&<1&79,&-/223&9/C,&75&+,/-&>/=K=&/18&
H5225+&=5B</2&8<=7/1B<1FI
V& J9,& C,16,& +<22& .,& =/1<7<0,8& 6=<1F& =58<6>&
93G5B925-<7,I
V&*/1<7<=,-=&+<22&.,&>/8,&/C/<2/.2,&/7&79,&,17-3&
G5<17&/18&1,/-&79,&=7/F,&/7&79,&C,16,
V&@22&79,&F6<8,2<1,=&<==6,8&.3&!,17-,M&A61D/.&H5-&

!5C<8&>/1/F,>,17&+<22&.,&H5225+,8I
SR9/7& <=&!5C<8Y&R9,-,&<=& <7Y&Z/=&/1351,&

=,,1& <7Y&J9,-,& <=&1579<1F& 2<K,&!5C<8I& $7& <=&/22&
93G,& B-,/7,8& .3& 79,& F5C,-1>,17=MT& =/<8& /&
2/.56-,-& H-5>&N/-<8K57& =/<8&+9<2,& =G,/K<1F&
75&J9,& $18</1&[QG-,==M& /88<1F& 79/7&;,D-<+/2&
+/=& 9<=& SH/C56-<7,T& 2,/8,-& /18& <1& 15& +/3&
B5628&9,&9/C,&><==,8&9<=&-/223I&S[C,1&<H&79,-,&
<=&!5C<8M& <7& <=& 2,==&8/1F,-56=& 79/1&@K/2<&%/2&
/18&!51F-,==I&J9,=,& 7+5&G/-7<,=&9/C,&75&F5&
15+I&R,&B/>,&9,-,&75&2<=7,1&7G&+9/7&;,D-<+/2&
9/8& 75& =/3& /18& +9/7& 95G,& 9,& B/1& F<C,& 6=&
H5-&56-&.,77,-&H676-,&/18&H5-&A61D/.MT&=/<8&/&
>/1& H-5>& E/D/K9/1/& 5H& N/-<8K57M& +95& =/<8&
9,&+5-K=&/=&/&8-<C,-I&SJ9,-,&<=&15&!5C<8I&$7&<=&
5K/3& 157& 75&+,/-&>/=K=\R,& B/>,& 9,-,& 75&
2<=7,1&75&;,D-<+/2MT&=/<8&]6-C<-&*<1F9M&/&=>/22&
H/->,-&H-5>&^/2/2/./8I&)/11&*<1F9M&/&>/=51&
+95& B/>,& H-5>& N/-<8K57M& =/<8M& SR,& 85& 157&
H,/-& !5C<8I& "1,& 9/=& 75& 8<,& 51,& 8/3& /18&+,&
+<22&8<,&79,&8/3&<7&9/=&75&9/GG,1I&R,&B/>,&75&
2<=7,1&75&;,D-<+/2IT&^/FC<-&*<1F9M&/&8/<23&+/F,-&
H-5>&'/.9/&=/<8M&SR9,-,&<=&!5C<8&<1&E,1F/2&
+9,-,&E^A& <=&9528<1F&>/==<C,& -/22<,=&8/<23YT&
SA52<7<B</1=&/-,&>/K<1F&H552=&5H&G,5G2,&<1&79,&
1/>,& 5H& !5C<8I& %/<23& +/F,-=& /18& 2/.5-,-=&
+95& +5-K& 9/-8& /18& ,/-1& 8/<23& /-,& >5-,&
+5--<,8& /.567& 79,<-& 2<C,2<9558=& 79/1& !5C<8I&
R,&B/>,&9,-,&.,B/6=,&+,&/-,&H,8&6G&5H&.579&

!51F-,==&/18&@K/2<&%/2I&)/3.,&;,D-<+/2&B/1&
5HH,-& 6=& =5>,& 95G,MT& =/<8& ^/=C<-M& /& 8-<C,-I&
@@A& 2,/8,-=& <1B268<1F&)A&E9/F+/17&)/11M&
E/-1/2/& )_@& ]6->,,7& *<1F9& ),,7& Z/3,-&
/18&A61D/.&/HH/<-=&B5L<1B9/-F,&^/-1/<2&*<1F9M&
/2=5&>5BK,8& 79,& B5-51/C<-6=& H-5>& =7/F,& <1&
79,<-&=G,,B9,=&/18&=/<8&79/7&<7&+/=&15&-,/=51&
75& G5=7G51,& 5-& B/1B,2& 79,& -/223I& J/-F,7<1F&
A61D/.& !)& !/G7/<1& @>/-<18,-& *<1F9M& @@A&
2,/8,-=&=/<8&79/7&79,-,&+/=&15&!5C<8&H5-&!)?=&
F-/188/6F97,-?=& +,88<1F& .67& <7& .,B5>,=&
/&96F,&+5--3& <H&;,D-<+/2&9/=& 75&9528&/&-/223I&
(,B,1723M& C<8,5=& 5H& !/G7/<1& @>/-<18,-& /18&
9<=&H/><23&+,17&C<-/2&51&=5B</2&>,8</&<1&+9<B9&
9,& B5628& .,& =,,1& /77,18<1F& 79,& +,88<1F& 5H&
9<=&F-/188/6F97,-& `9<=& =51&(/1<18,-&*<1F9?=&
8/6F97,-a& +<79567& +,/-<1F& >/=KI& S!/G7/<1&
8<&G57<&8,&C3//9&1//2&B5C<8&1<&9618/\&*//8,&
C,22,3&9618/&!5C<8I&*//8,&!5C<8&8<&B9<17/&1/&
K/-5II& `!5C<8&85,=1?7& 9/GG,1&+9,1&!/G7/<1?=&
F-/188/6F97,-&F,7=&>/--<,8M& <7&9/GG,1=&5123&
+9,1& +,& 5-F/1<=,& =5>,79<1FI& J9,=,& G,5G2,&
1,,8&157&+5--3&/.567&6=&F,77<1F&!5C<8aMT&=/<8&
@@A&)_@&),,7&Z/3,-&51&=7/F,I&S!5-51/&75&1/9<&
;,D-<+/2&751&8/--&2/F8/&9/<&̀ !51F-,==&85,=&157&
H,/-& B5-51/& .67& ;,D-<+/2aI& !51F-,==& B/1& 85&
-/22<,=&<1&R,=7&E,1F/2&79,1&79,-,&<=&15&!5-51/&
.67&<7&<=&79,-,&+9,1&;,D-<+/2&85,=MT&=/<8&@@A&
A61D/.&/HH/<-=&B5L<1B9/-F,&^/-1/<2&*<1F9I

Remembering Pepsu Muzara movement: ‘Govt should study our past, 

!"#$%&'(!#)*+,$-,.,#$/0.,$&-$,.,-$1"#&-/$2#&3'%$#"4,5
Ludhiana, Agency.  

)/-B9& bc& 79,& 8/7,& ,C5K,8& G/<1H62& >,>5-<,=M&
,=G,B</223& /7& ;<=9/1F/-9& C<22/F,& 5H& )/1=/&
8<=7-<B7I&$7&+/=&/7&79<=&C<22/F,&79/7&H56-&H/->,-=&
+,-,& K<22,8& 51&)/-B9& bcM& bcWcM& <1& /& =7-6FF2,&
+9<B9&2/7,-&B/>,&75&.,&K15+1&/=&A[A*d&)60/-/&
>5C,>,17I&J9,&>5C,>,17&/18&795=,&>,1&+,-,&
-,>,>.,-,8&/7&J<K-<&.5-8,-&/=&+,22&/=&/7&579,-&
G-57,=7&=<7,=&<1&A61D/.I&J9,&G-57,=7<1F&H/->,-=&
-,><18,8&79,&F5C,-1>,17&5H&79,<-&G/=7&/18&=/<8&
79,3&1,C,-&F/C,&6G&,C,1&86-<1F&79,&E-<7<=9&-62,I&
J9,&)60/-/&>5C,>,17&9/8&=7/-7,8&<1&79,&bceP=&
<1& A61D/.& C<22/F,=& +9<B9& +,-,& 618,-& A/7</2/&
(<3/=/7I&J9,&,17<-,&G-5C<1B,&+/=&B/22,8&A[A*d&
=551& /H7,-& $18,G,18,1B,& .,H5-,& 4<1/223& .,<1F&
1/>,8&A61D/.&<1&79,&><8LfP=I&S)60/-/&+/=&79,&
+5-8&6=,8&H5-&2/182,==&H/->,-=&+95&+5-K,8&51&
=5>,51,?=&2/18I&J9<=&>5C,>,17&+/=&=7/-7,8&75&
7/K,&5+1,-=9<G&-<F97=&5H&79,&2/18&/H7,-&7<22<1F&<7&
H5-&3,/-=&75F,79,-I&"6-&H5-,H/79,-=&=7/-7,8&<7&<1&
bceP=&/18&4<1/223M&G,5G2,&F57&5+1,-=9<G&-<F97=&
<1& bcfO& /H7,-& G/3<1F& 51,L7<>,& B5>G,1=/7<51I&
[/-2<,-M& 79,& G,/=/17-3& +/=& H/B<1F& =2/C,-3M&
,QG25<7/7<51&/18&+/=&157&,C,1&/.2,&75&7/K,&H622&
G-586B,&567&5H&79,<-&2/18MT&=/<8&;62+/17&*<1F9&

;<=9/1F/-9M& H-5>& ;<=9/1F/-9& C<22/F,M& +9<2,&
=G,/K<1F& 75& J9,& $18</1& [QG-,==I& S;<=9/1F/-9&
C<22/F,&+/=& 79,&,G<B,17-,&5H&G-57,=7=&/18& H56-&
H/->,-=&+,-,& K<22,8& 9,-,& 51&)/-B9& bcM& bcWcI&
Z,1B,M& 56-& C<22/F,& 9/=& 9<=75-<B& <>G5-7/1B,IT&
%-&%/-=9/1&A/2M& G-,=<8,17& 5H&;-/17<K/-<&;<=/1&
d1<51& /18& /2=5& /& >,>.,-& 5H& */136K7/& ;<=/1&
)5-B9/&`*;)aM&/BK15+2,8F,=&79,&B517-<.67<51&
5H& 79,& >5C,>,17I& S$7& +/=& /1& <>G5-7/17& 8/3&
H5-& A61D/.I& J9,& )60/-/& >5C,>,17& =,B6-,8&
-<F97=&H5-&5GG-,==,8&7,1/17&H/->,-=I&J9,&H/><23&
>,>.,-=& 5H& 79,& >/-73-=& +,-,& H,2<B<7/7,8& /7&
J<K-<& E5-8,-& G-57,=7& =<7,MT& 9,& =/<8I& ;62+/17&
*<1F9&;<=9/1F/-9M&+95&<=&/2=5&=7/7,&B5>><77,,&
>,>.,-&5H&E;d&`%/K/618/aM&=9,8=&>5-,&2<F97&
51&79,&>5C,>,17I&SJ9<=&2,9/-&=7/-7,8&<1&bceP=&

618,-&E-<7<=9&-62,&+9,1&^/F-<8/-=&6=,8&75&=,,K&
=9/-,&<1&79,&B-5G&5H&H/->,-=&5H&>/13&C<22/F,=&5H&
A61D/.& H/22<1F&618,-&A/7</2/&(<3/=/7& 79/7&6=,8&
75& .,& G/==,8& 51& 75& )/9/-/D/& 5H& A/7</2/& /18&
2/7,-& 75&E-<7=9,-=I&*5M& 79,& H/->,-=&+,-,&=2/C,=&
5H& ^/F<-8/-=M& )/9/-/D/& /18& 79,& E-<7<=9I& d18,-&
79<=& >5C,>,17M& 79,& H/->,-=& 9/8& -,H6=,8& 75&
F<C,&H558F-/<1=&75&79,<-&>/=7,-=&/18&79,3&+,-,&
G61<=9,8&/=&+,22MT&9,&=/<8I&@H7,-&$18,G,18,1B,M&
gXW&C<22/F,=&5H&A/7</2/&(<3/=/7&+,-,&1/>,8&/=&
A[A*d& G-5C<1B,I& $1& "B75.,-& bcWXM& 79,& 79,1&
A/7</2/&)/9/-/D/& 9/8& G/==,8& 5-8,-=& 5H& F<C<1F&
51,& 79<-8& 2/18& 5H& C<22/F,=& 75& ^/F-<8/-=I& J9,&
H/->,-=&8<8&157&/BB,G7&79<=&8,B<=<51I&S"1&)/-B9&
bcM& bcWcM& 79,& H/->,-=& B51H-517,8& =,B6-<73&
H5-B,=& 5H& 79,& )/9/-/D/& /7& ;<=9/1F/-9I& $1& 79,&
G-5B,==M&H56-&H/->,-=M&/&B5G&/18&/&G/7+/-<&+,-,&
K<22,8I&Z,1B,M&79<=&8/3&<=&-,>,>.,-,8&H5-&795=,&
H/->,-=& +95& =/B-<4<B,8& 79,<-& 2<C,=MT& ;62+/17&
*<1F9& ;<=9/1F/-9& =/<8I& Z,& /88,8M& S_/7,-M& 79,&
G-57,=7&+/=& <17,1=<4<,8& <1&/22&gXW&C<22/F,=&/18&
>/13& H/->,-=& +,-,& D/<2,8I& Z5+,C,-M& <1& bcfOM&
+,&+51&79,&=7-6FF2,&/18&F57&5+1,-=9<G&-<F97=&
5H& 56-& 2/18& +9<B9& +,& 6=,8& 75& B627<C/7,& .3&
G/3<1F& 51,L7<>,& B5>G,1=/7<51I& Z,1B,M& 79<=&
G-,=,17&>5C,>,17&/F/<1=7& H/->&2/+=&-,><18=&

6=&5H&79,&=7-6FF2,&+,&9/8&<1&79,&G/=7&/=&+,22&75&
=/C,&56-& 2/18& ,C,1&+9,1&+,&+,-,&618,-& 79,&
E-<7<=9&-62,IT&J9,& H56-& H/->,-=&+95&9/8&.,,1&
K<22,8&+,-,& (/>& *<1F9M& ;618/& *<1F9M& ;/G6-/&
*<1F9&/18&51,&61<8,1<4<,8&G,-=51I&"1&N-<8/3M&
H/><23& >,>.,-=& 5H& ;/G6-/& /18& ;618/& *<1F9&
+,17& 75& J<K-<& .5-8,-I& E952/& *<1F9M& F-/18=51&
5H& ;618/& *<1F9&+95& 2<C,=& /7& ;<=9/1F/-9M& <=& /&
>/-F<1/2& H/->,-&/18&5+1=& 7+5&/B-,=&5H& 2/18I&
(/189<-&*<1F9&/18&(/F9.<-&*<1F9M&F-/18=51=&5H&
;/G6-/M&9/8&F51,&755I&J9,3&9/<2&H-5>&/1579,-&
)/1=/& C<22/F,I& E952/& =/<8M& SR,& B517-<.67,8&
75& 79,& =7-6FF2,& /F/<1=7& H/->& 2/+=& 2<K,& 56-&
F-/18H/79,-& 8<8& <1& )60/-/& 2,9/-IT& (/F9.<-&
=/<8M&S]5C,-1>,17&=95628&=7683&56-&G/=7M&56-&
9<=75-3I&R,&1,C,-&F/C,& <1&,C,1&86-<1F&E-<7<=9&
-62,IT&N5->,-&!A$&)_@&Z/-8,C&*<1F9&@-=9<&755&
9/8& F51,& 75& J<K-<& .5-8,-& 75& =G,/K& /.567& 79,&
9<=75-3& 5H& )60/-/& 2,9/-I& Z,& =/<8& /& >,>5-</2&
F/7,& 9/=& .,,1& >/8,& /7& 79,& ,17-/1B,& 5H&
;<=9/1F/-9&C<22/F,& 75& -,>,>.,-& 79<=& C<22/F,?=&
B517-<.67<51&75&79,&>5C,>,17I&@7&>/13&G2/B,=&
2<K,& */1F-6-M& E/-1/2/M& ^/F-/51& /18& (/>G6-/M&
>,,7<1F=& +,-,& 5-F/1<=,8& 75& -,>,>.,-& 79,&
B517-<.67<51& 5H& H/->,-=& <1& )60/-/& 2,9/-& /18&
G-57,=7&/F/<1=7&79,&1,+&N!$&F6<8,2<1,=I

Stranded in paradise : Indian tourists with Covid-19 
exposure stare at huge costs, extended stays in Maldives
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%<>G2,&#/<=9/C&+/=&.55K,8& H5-& /&951,3>551& <1&
G/-/8<=,I& E67& 79,<-& )/28<C,=& C/B/7<51& h6<BK23&
76-1,8& <175& /1& 5-8,/2& +9,1& #/<=9/C?=& 96=./18&
7,=7,8& G5=<7<C,& H5-& B5-51/C<-6=& =551& /H7,-& 79,3&
2/18,8&<1&79,&<=2/18L1/7<51&<1&N,.-6/-3&79<=&3,/-I&
$1& /& =,-<,=& 5H& 7+,,7=& 7/FF<1F& C/-<56=& $18</1&
F5C,-1>,17& 9/182,=M& #/<=9/C& =/<8& 9,-& 96=./18&
9/8&7,=7,8&G5=<7<C,&H5-&!5C<8Lbc&/18&79,&7+5&9/8&
.,,1& h6/-/17<1,8& /7& 79,& -,=5-7M& /18& +,-,& .,<1F&
B9/-F,8&H5-&7+5&-55>=&+9<B9&79,3&B56281?7&/HH5-8&
/13>5-,I&$1&/1579,-&7+,,7M&=9,&=56F97&h6/-/17<1,&
<1&$18</&/=&79,<-&957,2&.<22&+/=&/.567&(=&f&2/K9&H5-&
79,& bW& 8/3=I& *95-723& /H7,-& =9,& 7+,,7,8M& #/<=91/C&
H5618& 9,-=,2H& /7& 79,& -,B,<C<1F& ,18& 5H& /& +/C,& 5H&
B-<7<B<=>&H-5>&=5B</2&>,8</&6=,-=M&+95&h6,=7<51,8&
79,& B56G2,?=& 8,B<=<51& 75& 7-/C,2& H5-& 2,<=6-,& <1& 79,&
><8=7& 5H& 79,& F25./2&!5C<8Lbc&G/18,><B& /18& 79,1&
79,<-& 8,>/18& 79/7& $18</1& F5C,-1>,17& /F,1B<,=&
=7,G& <1& 75&/==<=7& 79,&B56G2,& 4<1/1B</223M& /=&+,22& /=&
H/B<2<7/7,& 79,<-& -,76-1& 75& $18</I& #/<=91/C& 8,2,7,8&
9,-& 7+,,7=& /18& =75GG,8& -,=G518<1F& 75& G-,==&
-,h6,=7=I&#/<=91/C&/18&9,-&96=./18&/-,&/>51F&79,&
F-5+<1F&2<=7&5H&$18</1&B<7<0,1=&7/K<1F&/8C/17/F,&5H&
79,& )/28<C,=& 9/C<1F& 5G,1,8& <7=& .5-8,-=& <1& ^623&
OPOP&H5-&756-<=7=&=,,K<1F&2,<=6-,&7-/C,2M&5123&75&.,&
B/6F97&61/+/-,&5H&79,&<=2/18&1/7<51?=&=7-<B7&9,/279&
-,F62/7<51=I& @G6-C& ]/-FM& WiM& G2/11,8& /& H/><23&
C/B/7<51& 75& 79,&)/28<C,=&.,B/6=,& <7&+/=& 79,&5123&
<17,-1/7<51/2& 8,=7<1/7<51& /BB,==<.2,I& S"1& ^/16/-3&
OgM& +,& +,17& 75& 79,& )/28<C,=& H5-& H56-& 1<F97=M&
.55K<1F& <1& /7& 79,& %6=<7& J9/1<I& $7& +/=& /2-,/83&
,QG,1=<C,M&.67&+,&9/81?7&.,,1&51&/&C/B/7<51&H5-&/&
251F&7<>,IT&E,<1F&=,/=51,8&7-/C,22,-=M&]/-F?=&H/><23&
5H& H56-M& <1B268<1F& 9<=& B9<28-,1& /F,8& bX& /18& bcM&
,1=6-,8& /22& G/G,-+5-K& /18& 7,=7& -,=627=& +,-,& <1&
5-8,-&.,H5-,&79,<-&7-/C,2I&SR,&755K&/&=,/&G2/1,&75&
56-&-,=5-7&`H-5>&)/2jaI&@H7,-&7+5&8/3=M&79,&F,1,-/2&
>/1/F,-&5H&79,&-,=5-7&B/>,&75&56-&-55>&=/3<1F&/1&
$18</1&B56G2,&51&56-&42<F97&H-5>&$18</&9/8&7,=7,8&
G5=<7<C,& H5-& !5C<8LbcMT& =/<8& ]/-FI& J9,& H/><23&
C/B/7<51&79/7&9/8&D6=7&=7/-7,8M&B/>,&75&/&=B-,,B9<1F&
9/27I& S)3& 4<-=7& 7956F97& +/=& 79/7& <7& +/=& /& =B/>&
.,B/6=,&+,&9/8&/22&.,,1&7,=7,8&G-<5-&75&7-/C,2I&E67&
79,&F,1,-/2&>/1/F,-& =/<8& 79,&9,/279&8,G/-7>,17&
9/8& -,/B9,8& 6=& 79-56F9& B517/B7& 7-/B<1FIT& @1& (JL
A!(&7,=7&+/=&B5186B7,8&51&79,&H/><23&<>>,8</7,23&
/H7,-&/18&79,3&+,-,&/22&G67&<175&h6/-/17<1,&H5-&bW&
8/3=&<1=<8,&79,<-&5B,/1&C<22/=I&R9/7&+/=&>,/17&75&
.,&/&H56-L8/3&H/><23&C/B/7<51M&+5628&15+&=7-,7B9&
75&7+5&+,,K=&,1B25=,8&<1&C<22/=&+<79&+/7,-&51&H56-&
=<8,=I&J9,&H/><23?=&-,=627=&B/>,&./BK&1,F/7<C,M&.67&
79,3& +,-,1?7& G,-><77,8& 75& 2,/C,& 79,& -,=5-7M& 2,7&
/251,&79,&B5617-3I&SJ9,&957,2&=/<8&79,&)<1<=7-3&5H&
Z,/279&9/8&75&<==6,&/&2,77,-&75&/225+&6=&75&423&567&5H&
79,&B5617-3I&^6=7&eP&><167,=&.,H5-,&56-&=,/&G2/1,&
+/=&=B9,862,8&75&423&6=&75&)/2jM&79,&957,2&=/<8&79,&
><1<=7-3?=&2,77,-&9/8&157&B5>,&/18&79,3&B56281?7&2,7&
6=& F5IT& ]/-F& +/=& 7528& 79/7& <H& 79,& -,=5-7& C<52/7,8&
9,/279&><1<=7-3&-62,=M&79,&F5C,-1>,17&B5628&=,/2&<7&
=967I&SJ9,1&79,3&G67&6=&<175&h6/-/17<1,&H5-&bP&8/3=&
/7&56-&,QG,1=,MT&=/<8&]/-FI&J9,&H/><23&-,/B9,8&567&

75& G,5G2,& <1& $18</& /18& 79,& B5617-3?=& Z<F9&
!5>><==<51& <1& 79,& )/28<C,=M& .67& 79,-,& +/=1?7&
>6B9& 9,2G& H5-79B5><1FI& SJ9,& $18</1& Z<F9&
!5>><==<51&=/<8&:$&K15+&+93&356&/-,&B/22<1F&>,?M&
8<-,B7,8& >,& 75& 7+5& 9,2G2<1,& 16>.,-=& /18& 961F&
6GMT&=/<8&]/-FM&<18<B/7<1F&79/7&79,&Z<F9&!5>><==<51&
9/8&.,,1&8,/2<1F&+<79&/&9<F9&C526>,&5H&B/22=&H-5>&
579,-&G/==,1F,-=&+95&9/8&.,,1&51&79,&=/>,&42<F97&
H-5>& $18</I& E67& 79,-,& <=& 2<772,& 9,& B/1& 85& <1& 79,=,&
B/=,=M&(59<7&(/79<=9M&%,G673&Z<F9&!5>><==<51,-&
/18&B9/-Fj&8?/HH/<-,=M&Z<F9&!5>><==<51&5H&$18</&<1&
79,& )/28<C,=& 7528& <18</1,QG-,==IB5>I& S*<1B,&
!"#$%Lbc& <=& /& 9<F923& B517/F<56=& /18&G57,17</223L
8,/823&8<=,/=,M&79,&)/28<C,=&9/=&=7-<B7&-,F62/7<51=&
/18& F6<8,2<1,=& 51& >/1/F<1F& -,=5-7=& /18& F6,=7&
956=,&H/B<2<7<,=&<1&79,&B5617-3I&@=&356&B/1&=,,&H-5>&
79,& -,F62/7<51=M& 795=,& 756-<=7=& +95& 9/C,& 7,=7,8&
G5=<7<C,&/18&79,<-&G-<>/-3&B517/B7=&/-,&>/18/7,8&
75&=,2HLh6/-/17<1,&<1&79,&-,=5-7&5-&F6,=7956=,&H5-&/&
=7<G62/7,8& 16>.,-& 5H& 8/3=& 75& G-,C,17& H6-79,-&
=G-,/8& 5H& 79,& 8<=,/=,MT& (/79<=9& 7528& J9,& $18</1&
[QG-,==I&J9,&$18</1&Z<F9&!5>><==<51?=&G-575B52=&
<1B268,&,=7/.2<=9<1F&B517/B7&+<79&/HH,B7,8&756-<=7=&
/18&,1=6-<1F& 79,<-&./=<B&1,,8=&/-,&>,7I&J56-<=7=&
+95>&<18</1,QG-,==IB5>&=G5K,&75&<18<B/7,8&79/7&
H5-&79,>M&<7&+/=&,==,17</223&B51B,-1&/.567&79,&9<F9&
B5=7=&5H&=G,18<1F&bW&8/3=&<1&h6/-/17<1,&<1&=5>,&5H&
79,& >5=7& ,QG,1=<C,& 957,2=& <1& 79,& +5-28I& J9,&
)/28<C</1&F5C,-1>,17&=/3=&79,=,&756-<=7=&9/C,&79,&
5G7<51& 5H& 7-/1=H,--<1F& 75& /& F5C,-1>,17L5G,-/7,8&
h6/-/17<1,& B,17-,M& 79/7& <=& -,2/7<C,23& >5-,&
/HH5-8/.2,I& E67& <7& /GG,/-=& 79/7& 79,& 756-<=7=M&
,=G,B</223&795=,&51&26Q6-3&952<8/3=M&/-,&61+<22<1F&
75& 5G7& H5-& 79<=I& SJ9,-,& <=& /& h6/-/17<1,& /18& /1&
<=52/7<51& H/B<2<73& /C/<2/.2,& H5-& 756-<=7=& 5HH,-<1F& /&
><1<>6>&-/7,M&.67&5H7,1&+,&9/C,&H5618&79/7&F6,=7=&
G-,H,-&75&=7/3&<1&79,<-&.55K,8&H/B<2<73MT&=/<8&)/.-55K&
@0,,0M&=G5K,=G,-=51&/7&79,&)/28<C</1&A-,=<8,17?=&
"H4<B,I& @& ><882,L/F,8& B56G2,& H-5>& ;52K/7/& 9/8&
/--<C,8&/7&79,&R&)/28<C,=M&/&4<C,L=7/-&-,=5-7&<1&79,&
)/--<577&B9/<1M&,/-2<,-&79<=&3,/-M&.67&H5225+<1F&79,<-&
7,=7& -,=627=M& H5618& 79,>=,2C,=& =,17& <175&
F5C,-1>,17& h6/-/17<1,& <1& )/2jM& 79,& B/G<7/2& B<73I&
J9,& B56G2,& +,-,& 157& /C/<2/.2,& H5-& <17,-C<,+=&
-,F/-8<1F& 79,<-& ,QG,-<,1B,=M& .67& /& =56-B,& 7528&
<18</1,QG-,==IB5>& 79/7& 79,3& ,QG,-<,1B,8& =5>,&
B9/22,1F,=& <1& 79<=&h6/-/17<1,& H/B<2<73M& G/-7<B62/-23&
+<79& -,F/-8& 75& =G,B</2& 8<,7/-3& -,h6<-,>,17=I& @&
F-56G& 5H& =<Q& 756-<=7=& H-5>& ;52K/7/M& -,h6,=7<1F&
/1513><73M& 7528& <18</1,QG-,==IB5>& 79/7& 79,3&
,QG,-<,1B,8& /& S9/--5+<1FT& 7<>,& <1& 79,& )/28<C,=&
79<=&^/16/-3&/H7,-&51,&>,>.,-&<1&79,<-&F-56G&+/=&
8,7,B7,8&!5C<8Lbc&G5=<7<C,&=551&/H7,-&2/18<1F&/18&
79,&-,>/<1<1F&4<C,&+,-,&157&G,-><77,8&75&423&./BK&

75&$18</I&@BB5-8<1F&75&)/28<C,=&9,/279&-,F62/7<51=M&
/22&=<Q&+,-,&=,17&<175&h6/-/17<1,I&S$H&/&7-/C,22,-&9/=&
.,,1&/=K,8&75&h6/-/17<1,& <7& <=&.,B/6=,&79,3&9/C,&
.,,1& <8,17<4<,8& /=& /& B517/B7& 79-56F9& 7-/B<1FM& 5-&
7,=7,8& G5=<7<C,I& "6-& G-5B,86-,& <=& H5-& 79,>& 75& .,&
h6/-/17<1,8& H5-& 79,& >/18/7,8& G,-<58I& )/28<C,=&
H5225+=& -,B5>>,18/7<51=& H-5>& RZ"& <1& B517/B7&
7-/B<1F& =6B9& /=& h6/-/17<1<1F& <18<C<86/2=& =,/7,8&
7+5& -5+=& <1& H-517& /18& 7+5& -5+=& .,9<18& 79,&
<18<C<86/2&+95&9/=&7,=7,8&G5=<7<C,I&J9,&B5>G2,7<51&
5H&79,&h6/-/17<1,&G,-<58&<=&/&G6.2<B&9,/279&>,/=6-,&
75&B517/<1&/13&H6-79,-&G57,17</2&=G-,/8MT&,QG2/<1,8&
@0,,0I& @H7,-& 79,& ]/-F=& -,/2<=,8& 79/7& 79,3& +,-,&
F5<1F& 75&.,&=76BK& <1& 79,<-& -,=5-7& H5-&/1&,Q7,18,8&
G,-<58&5H&7<>,M&79,&H/><23&>/1/F,8&75&1,F57</7,&H5-&
8<=B5617=&/18&/225+/1B,=&79/7&+5628&.-<1F&85+1&
79,&757/2&B5=7&5H&79,<-&h6/-/17<1,&G,-<58I&SE67&,C,1&
79,& H558& <=& ,QG,1=<C,M& B5=7<1F& 6G& 75& kOPP& G,-&
G,-=51M&G,-&8/3I&J9,&(J&A!(&7,=7&B5=7&6=&kObP&G,-&
G,-=51I&N5-&>3&H/><23&5H&H56-M&+,&G/<8&kXWP&H5-&79,&
7,=7=MT&]/-F&=/<8I&$1&/1&<17,-C<,+&+<79&<18</1,QG-,==I
B5>M& @0,,0& B514<->,8& 79/7& 79,& )/28<C</1&
F5C,-1>,17& 85,=& 157& .,/-& 79,& B5=7& 5H& 7,=7<1FM&
h6/-/17<1<1F&5-&<=52/7<51&5H&756-<=7=I&$1&<=52/7<51&<1&
79,<-&5B,/1&C<22/=M&79,&]/-F=&B5628&B3B2,&5-&+/2K&H5-&
6G75& fP&>,7,-=& 51& 79,& 5C,-.-<8F,& 79/7& B511,B7=&
79,=,& 5B,/1& C<22/=&+<79& 79,&>/<1& .6<28<1F& 5H& 79,&
957,2I& E67& =551& 79,& H/><23& .,F/1& -,B,<C<1F&
>,==/F,=&<>G23<1F&79/7&79,3&+,-,&H5-761/7,&75&.,&
=76BK& <1& G/-/8<=,I& SA,5G2,& =/<8& :9/C,& /& ./22& 5H& /&
7<>,?l&:<7?=&/&51B,&<1&/&2<H,7<>,&5GG5-761<73?I&E67&79/7&
<=1?7& +9/7& <7& H,,2=& 2<K,MT& ]/-F& ,QG2/<1,8I& S$7& +/=&
95--<.2,IT& *7<22M& ]/-F& .,2<,C,=& 79/7& 9<=& H/><23&+/=&
/>51F&795=,&+95&/-,&>5-,&H5-761/7,&.,B/6=,&79,&
957,2&+/=&B55G,-/7<C,&/18&+<22<1F&75&/==<=7I&S$&K15+&
5H&G,5G2,&+95&9/8&75&B2,/-&.<22=&,/B9&8/3&H5-&79,<-&
-55>=&86-<1F&h6/-/17<1,M&+<79&/&B-,8<7&B/-8&9528&
H5-&79,&1,Q7&8/3I&@7&2,/=7&+,&8<81?7&F5&79-56F9&79/7MT&
9,&=/<8I&"1,&7-/C,22,-&+95&=G5K,&75&<18</1,QG-,==I
B5>& 51& 79,& B518<7<51& 5H& /1513><73& =/<8& 79/7& /&
952<8/3& 79/7& +5628& 9/C,& 73G<B/223& B5=7& 9<>&
/GG-5Q<>/7,23&(=I&XMPPMPPP&H5-&H56-&75&4<C,&8/3=&<1&
/&26Q6-3&-,=5-7&<1&79,&)/28<C,=M&,18,8&6G&B5=7<1F&
(=& ePMPPMPPP& 86,& 75& 79,& /88<7<51/2& ,QG,1=,=& 9,&
<1B6--,8& H5-& !5C<8Lbc& 7,=7<1FM& h6/-/17<1,M&
,Q7,18,8& =7/3=M& -,=B9,862<1F& 42<F97& 7<BK,7=& ,7BI&
S*<1B,& ^/16/-3& OPObM& H56-& 5H& 56-& F6,=7=& +,-,&
=6=G,B7,8&/18&G2/B,8&<1&h6/-/17<1,I&J9,3&+,-,&51&
79,& =/>,& 42<F97& H-5>& $18</& 75& )/28<C,=& +<79& /&
G/==,1F,-& <8,17<4<,8& /=& !5C<8Lbc& G5=<7<C,I& J9,&
G5=<7<C,L7,=7,8&G/==,1F,-=&=7/3,8&/7&579,-&-,=5-7=I&
Z5+,C,-M& /=& /& G-5B,86-,&>/18/7,8& .3& 79,& 25B/2&
/6795-<73M& B25=,LB517/B7& G/==,1F,-=& 51& 79,& =/>,&
42<F97&1,,8&75&.,&>51<75-,8&/18&h6/-/17<1,8&<1&79,&
-,=5-7I&J9,3&+,-,&7,=7,8&1,F/7<C,&.,H5-,&/18&/H7,-&
h6/-/17<1,MT&=/<8&$-31/&"K5G5C/M&=G5K,=G,-=51&H5-&
79,&%6=<7&J9/1<&)/28<C,=I&A-,=,1723M&79,&957,2&9/=&
15& 756-<=7=& <1& h6/-/17<1,I& *551& /H7,-& 79,& <=2/18&
1/7<51& 5G,1,8& <7=& .5-8,-=M& 79,& 957,2& 9/8&
,QG,-<,1B,8& 51,& =6=G,B7,8& B/=,& 5H& !5C<8Lbc& <1&
"B75.,-&OPOPI&$1&79/7&B/=,M&79,&/HH,B7,8&756-<=7&+/=&
=,17&75&/&h6/-/17<1,&H/B<2<73&/7&79,&957,2&H5-&bW&8/3=&
/18&-,2,/=,8&H5225+<1F&/&1,F/7<C,&7,=7I&

Jaipur, Agency.  

*,1<5-&!51F-,==&2,/8,-&*/2>/1&;96-=9<8&51&
*618/3&=/<8&><15-<73& B5>>61<7<,=& =95628&
.,& B/-,H62& +9<2,& -/<=<1F& <==6,=& /18& 157&
F<C,&79,&E^A&/1&5GG5-761<73&75&G52/-<=,&79,&
=5B<,73I& Z,& /2=5& =/<8& 79/7&>,>.,-=& 5H& 79,&
)6=2<>& B5>>61<73& =95628& 7-3& 75& B511,B7&
+<79&,C,-3&=,B7<51&5H&79,&=5B<,73I&SR,&=95628&

.,& B/-,H62& /18&
+/7B9H62& +9<2,&
-/<=<1F& 56-&
<==6,=& =5& 79/7&
79,& E^A& 85,=1?7&
F,7& /& B9/1B,&
75& G52/-<=,& 79,&
=5B<,73I& R,&
=95628& /2=5&
157& .,& H,/-H62&
<1& -/<=<1F& 56-&
<==6,=I& J9,&

!51F-,==&9/=&/2+/3=&+5-K,8&H5-&79,&61<73&5H&
79,&B5617-3&.67&8,>5B-/B3&758/3& <=&618,-&
79-,/7MT&;96-=9<8&=/<8I&Z,&+/=&=G,/K<1F&/7&
/& H,2<B<7/7<51& G-5F-/>>,& 5H& 1,+23L,2,B7,8&
)6=2<>&B561B<225-=&5H&79,&!51F-,==&<1&25B/2&
.58<,=I&SR,&/-,&H5-761/7,&79/7&151L)6=2<>=&
9/C,&/2+/3=&.,,1&-/<=<1F&56-&B51B,-1=&/18&
4<F97<1F&H5-&56-&B/6=,MT&79,&=,1<5-&!51F-,==&
2,/8,-&=/<8&+9<2,&7/2K<1F&75&-,G5-7,-=&/H7,-&
79,&,C,17I

Mumbai, Agency. 

N5->,-&)6>./<&A52<B,&B5>><==<51,-&A/-/>&E<-&*<1F9&
51&)518/3& 755K& B9/-F,& /=& 79,&%<-,B75-& ],1,-/2& `%]a&
5H& )/9/-/=97-/& Z5>,& ]6/-8M& /& G52<B,& 5H4<B</2& =/<8I&
*<1F9&-,/B9,8&79,&Z5>,&]6/-8&5H4<B,&<1&=5679&)6>./<&
/-5618&1551&.67& /C5<8,8& =G,/K<1F& 75&>,8</&G,-=51=I&

d18,-& 42/K& H5-& S><=9/182<1FT&
5H& 79,& .5>.& =B/-,& 567=<8,&
)6K,=9& @>./1<?=& -,=<8,1B,&
9,-,M& 79,& )/9/-/=97-/&
F5C,-1>,17& 51& )/-B9& bg&
7-/1=H,--,8& *<1F9& H-5>& 79,&
G5=7&/18&/GG5<17,8&=,1<5-&$A*&
5H4<B,-& Z,>/17& '/F-/2,M& +95&
+/=&9528<1F&/88<7<51/2&B9/-F,&
5H& )/9/-/=97-/& %]AM& /=& 79,&
1,+&B5>><==<51,-&5H&)6>./<&

A52<B,I& %/3=& /H7,-& 9,&+/=& =9617,8& 567M& *<1F9&+-57,& /&
2,77,-&75&)/9/-/=97-/&!9<,H&)<1<=7,-&d889/C&J9/BK,-/3&
/22,F<1F&79/7&=7/7,&Z5>,&)<1<=7,-&@1<2&%,=9>6K9&9/8&
/=K,8&*/B9<1&R/0,M&B6--,1723&<1&B6=7583&5H&79,&'/7<51/2&
$1C,=7<F/7<51& @F,1B3& `'$@aM& /18& 579,-& G52<B,& 5H4<B,-=&
75&B522,B7&(=&bPP&B-5-,&>517923M&<1B268<1F&(=&fP&B-5-,&
75&(=&iP& B-5-,& H-5>&./-=& /18& -,=7/6-/17=& <1&)6>./<I&
%,=9>6K9& 9/8& 8,1<,8& 79,=,& /22,F/7<51=I& J9,& '$@& <=&
G-5.<1F&R/0,?=& /22,F,8& -52,& <1& G2/B<1F& /1& ,QG25=<C,=L
2/8,1&*d#&567=<8,&@>./1<?=&-,=<8,1B,&51&N,.-6/-3&OfI

Be careful while raising issues, 
1!-5($/&.,$267$8%0-8,$(!$9!40#&',$
'!8&,():$;%"#'%&1$(!$<&-!#&3,'

Param Bir Singh takes charge 
as DG of Maha Home Guard

Mumbai, Agency. 

J9,&*9<C&*,1/&51&)518/3&=/<8&79,&)/9/&#<K/=&
@F9/8<& F5C,-1>,17& ,1D53=& SF558& >/D5-<73T&
/18&<7&+<22&157&H/22&.,B/6=,&5H&S51,&5H4<B</2T&,C,1&
/=& <7& /8><77,8& 79/7& ,QL)6>./<& G52<B,& B9<,H&
A/-/>& E<-& *<1F9?=& /22,F/7<51=& 5H& B5--6G7<51&
/F/<1=7& =7/7,&Z5>,&)<1<=7,-&@1<2&%,=9>6K9&
9/C,& >/2<F1,8& 79,& <>/F,& 5H& 79,& 2/77,-?=&
8,G/-7>,17I& J9,& *,1/& /2=5& =/<8& 79<=& <==6,&
9/=& 15+& .,B5>,& /& S>/77,-& 5H& G-,=7<F,T& H5-&
79,&G/-73L2,8&F5C,-1>,17M&/&8/3&/H7,-&*9/-/8&
A/+/-L2,8& '/7<51/2<=7& !51F-,==& A/-73& `'!Aa&
-62,8& 567& -,=<F1/7<51& 5H& %,=9>6K9I$1& 79,&
,8<75-</2& <1& 79,& *,1/& >5679G<,B,& :*//>/1/?M&
79,&G/-73&=/<8&/&4<-,&+<22&,-6G7&<H&79,&E^A&7-<,=&75&
618,-><1,&79,&>/D5-<73&,1D53,8&.3&79,&)#@&
F5C,-1>,17I& J9,& )#@& B5>G-<=,=& 79,& *,1/M&
'!A& /18& !51F-,==I& @& >/D5-& G52<7<B/2& =75->&
,-6G7,8& <1&)/9/-/=97-/& /H7,-& *<1F9&+-57,& /&
2,77,-& 75& !9<,H& )<1<=7,-& d889/C& J9/BK,-/3&
2/=7&+,,K&B2/<><1F&79/7&%,=9>6K9&9/8&/=K,8&
G52<B,&5H4<B,-=&75&B522,B7&(=&bPP&B-5-,&>517923M&
<1B268<1F&(=&fPLiP&B-5-,&H-5>&./-=&/18&957,2=&
<1&)6>./<I&*<1F9&+/=&-,B,1723&=9617,8&567&/=&
)6>./<&G52<B,&B5>><==<51,-&<1&79,&><8=7&5H&
/&G-5.,&.3&79,&'/7<51/2&$1C,=7<F/7<51&@F,1B3&
`'$@a& <1& 79,& -,B5C,-3&5H& /1&,QG25=<C,=L2/8,1&
*d#&H-5>&567=<8,&79,&=5679&)6>./<&-,=<8,1B,&
5H& <186=7-</2<=7& )6K,=9& @>./1<& 2/=7& >5179I&
%,=9>6K9&9/8&=/<8&79/7&*<1F9&+/=&7-/1=H,--,8&
<1&C<,+&5H&S=,-<56=&/18&61H5-F<C/.2,&><=7/K,=T&
B5>><77,8& .3& =5>,& B522,/F6,=& 5H& 79,& 75G&
B5GI&J9,&95>,&><1<=7,-&9/8&/2=5&8,1<,8& 79,&
/22,F/7<51=&5H& B5--6G7<51& -/<=,8&/F/<1=7&9<>I&
J9,& 96,& /18& B-3& .,<1F& F,1,-/7,8& .3& 79,&
E^A&5C,-&*<1F9?=& 2,77,-&=,,>=&75&.,&G/-7&5H&/&
B51=G<-/B3M& 79,& *,1/& =/<8M& /88<1F& 79,& 2,77,-&
B/>,& B25=,& 51& 9,,2=& 5H& "GG5=<7<51& 2,/8,-&
%,C,18-/&N/81/C<=&>,,7<1F&A-<>,&)<1<=7,-&
'/-,18-/&)58<&/18&d1<51&Z5>,&)<1<=7,-&
@><7&*9/9&<1&%,29<&2/=7&+,,KI&S$7&=,,>=&75&
.,&79,&F5/2&5H&79,&E^A&75&<>G5=,&A-,=<8,17?=&
-62,& <1& )/9/-/=97-/& .3& B517,18<1F& 79/7&
2/+& /18& 5-8,-& =<76/7<51& <=& 157& -<F97I& N5-&
79<=M& 1,+& G/+1=& /-,& .,<1F& B-,/7,8I& $7& <=&
B2,/-M&*<1F9&<=&.,<1F&6=,8&<1&79/7&>/11,-MT&
<7& =/<8I& *<1F9M& +95=,& =6=G,1=<51& 79,& E^A&
+/=&=,,K<1F&5C,-& 79,&.5>.&=B/-,&567=<8,&
@>./1<?=& -,=<8,1B,M& 9/=& 15+& .,B5>,& /&
S8/-2<1FT& 5H& 79,& 5GG5=<7<51& G/-73& +9<B9&

<=& 15+& 7/-F,7<1F& 79,& F5C,-1>,17& .3&
K,,G<1F& 79,&F61&51&9<=& =95628,-M& 79,&,8<7&
=/<8I& J9,& *,1/M& 95+,C,-M& /8><77,8& 79/7&
*<1F9?=&/22,F/7<51=&/F/<1=7&%,=9>6K9&9/C,&
S8,4<1<7,23& >/2<F1,8T& 79,& <>/F,& 5H& 79,&
=7/7,&95>,&8,G/-7>,17&/18&79/7&79,3&9/C,&
F<C,1& /& 7552& 75& 79,& "GG5=<7<51& 75& 7/-F,7&
79,& F5C,-1>,17I& S$7& `79,& 5C,-/22& <==6,a& <=&
15+&.,B5>,&/&>/77,-&5H&79,&F5C,-1>,17?=&
G-,=7<F,MT& 79,& *,1/& =/<8I& S\IIJ9,& )#@&
,1D53=& /& F558& >/D5-<73& ,C,1& 758/3I& N<-,&
+<22& ,-6G7& <H& `356a& 7-3& 75& 618,-><1,& 79/7&
>/D5-<73I&J9<=&<=&157&/&+/-1<1FM&.67&/&H/B7I&
J9,& "GG5=<7<51& =95628& 157& H5-F,7& 79/7&
F5C,-1>,17=&/-,&157&H5->,8&/18&851?7&H/22&
.,B/6=,&5H&51,&5H4<B</2MT&<7&/88,8I&J9,&*,1/&
H6-79,-&=/<8&79/7&*<1F9&>/K<1F&/22,F/7<51=&
/F/<1=7& %,=9>6K9& <1& 79,& 2,77,-& /18&
S2,/K<1FT& 79,& =/>,& 75& 79,&>,8</&+/=& 157&
<1& 2<1,&+<79& 8<=B<G2<1,I&Z/<2<1F& *<1F9& /=& /&
S831/><BT&5H4<B,-M& 79,&d889/C&J9/BK,-/3L
2,8&G/-73&=/<8&*<1F9&9/8&8<=B9/-F,8&=,C,-/2&
-,=G51=<.<2<7<,=& <1& /& SC,-3& F558T&>/11,-I&
)6>./<&A52<B,&B/--<,8&567&/&G-5G,-&G-5.,&
<175&79,&8,/79&5H&E5223+558&/B75-&*6=9/17&
*<1F9&(/DG67&618,-&*<1F9?=&2,/8,-=9<GM&79,&
*,1/&=/<8&/18&G-/<=,8&9<>&H5-&9/182<1F&79,&
;/1F/1/&(/1/67& ,G<=58,&+,22I& SII$7& <=& 7-6,&
79/7& 79,&"GG5=<7<51&9/=&>/8,& /22,F/7<51=&
/F/<1=7&9<>&`*<1F9a&<1&B511,B7<51&+<79&79,&
:@17<2</?&`@>./1<?=&-,=<8,1B,a&,G<=58,M&.67&
<7& <=& 157& -<F97& 75& 2,C,2& /22,F/7<51=& /F/<1=7&
79,& F5C,-1>,17MT& 79,& *,1/& /88,8I& J9,& *,1/&
/22,F,8&79/7&79,&E^A&+/=&6=<1F&*<1F9&75&8,H/>,&
79,& =7/7,& F5C,-1>,17I& S(,/B7<1F& 75& *<1F9?=&
2,77,-M&%,=9>6K9&51&*/76-8/3&=/<8&79/7&*<1F9&
+/=&-/<=<1F&=6B9&/BB6=/7<51=&75&=/C,&9<=&=K<1&
<1& G52<B,& 5H4<B,-& */B9<1& R/0,& `/--,=7,8& .3&
79,&'$@& <1& B511,B7<51&+<79& 79,& .5>.& =B/-,&
B/=,aI&S$H&79<=&`%,=9>6K9?=&B5>>,17a&<=&7-6,M&
79,1& 79,& E^A& <=& 6=<1F& *<1F9& 75& 8,H/>,& 79,&
)/9/-/=97-/&F5C,-1>,17MT&79,&*,1/&=/<8I&J9,&
G/-73& /22,F,8& 79/7& <7&+/=& 79,&E^A?=& G52<B3& 75&
157&5123&8,H/>,&79,&F5C,-1>,17M&.67&75&B/6=,&
7-56.2,& <1& <7=& H61B7<51<1FI& SJ9,& "GG5=<7<51&
G/-73& 9/=& .,,1& >/K<1F& 79,& ,Q7-,>,& 6=,& 5H&
!,17-/2& G-5.,& /F,1B<,=& <1& )/9/-/=97-/I& $7&
=,,>=&79,&!,17-,&>/3&=,18&!E$&5-&'$@&<1&79,&
=7/7,&,C,1&<H&H56-&9,1=&/18&7+5&B-5+=&8<,&86,&
75&,2,B7-<B&=95BK&=5>,+9,-,MT&79,&,8<7&=/<8I

Param Bir Singh’s letter dented 
Maharashtra Home Ministry’s image : Sena
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New Delhi, Correspondent. 

MOS Telecom Sanjay Dhotre 
on Monday said India is 
leveraging Information 
Communication Technologies 
(ICTs) to bridge digital divides 
and for modernisation and 
transformation of the telecom 
industry. During the address 
to High-Level Policy session 
of the World Summit on the 
Information Society (WSIS) 
Forum 2021, he underscored 
the role of ICTs for promotion 
of inclusive economic growth 
and stimulation of the national 
economies to meet the larger 
objectives of Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).
Replying to the question on 
the challenges being faced 
for bridging the digital 
divide in India, the Minister 
highlighted policies and 
programs undertaken by his 
Ministry under the visionary 
leadership of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi. He stated that 
the initiatives were taken not 
only to effectively manage the 
pandemic situation but also 
with the objective of bridging 
the digital divide in the country. 
The Minister also mentioned 
innovative solutions such 
as Arogya Setu platform to 
monitor and alert health status 
of citizens, CovidSavdhan 
system for targeted messaging 

!"# $# %&'(!)!'*# $+'$,# -$(!.!/$/!0"#
framework for Work from 
Home and Work from 
Anywhere, effective use of 
public Wi-Fi under PM-WANI 
scheme enabling effective 
service delivery for the citizens 
across the country. Drawing 
attention to development 
of telecom infrastructure 
in remote areas, Mr Dhotre 
mentioned that under the 

).$1%2!&# &+01+$3# 42$+$/5'/,#
nearly 6,00,000 villages are 
being connected through laying 
of more than 4,00,000 Km 
.'"1/2#0-#0&/!($.#)!6'+#($6.'#$"*#
use of satellite communication 
services. He further added 
that through submarine cable 
networks, small and remote 
islands of Andaman & Nicobar 
and Lakshadweep and other 
inaccessible areas are being 
connected with funding from 
Government. He expressed 
that establishment of ITU Area 
0-)!('# $"*# 7""08$/!0"# 9'"/+'#
in India with involvement 
of SMEs, Academia and 
Startups in the region will go 
a long way in development 
of technologies, standards 
and solutions best suited 
for rural and remote areas 
of developing nations. This 
will bolster efforts towards 
bridging the digital divides in 
many developing regions of the 
world and meeting SDGs.

India leveraging ICTs to bridge 
digital divides: Sanjay Dhotre

Ramgarh, Correspondent. 

:2'# %'3!;)!"$.%# 0-# :2'#
4'%/# <+/!%/# 0-# =2$+>2$"*#
Championship, held in the 
auditorium of Gurunanak 
Public School, Ramgarh. 
Ceremony was attended by 
participants from various 
districts of the state. Giridih MP 
Chandraprakash Chaudhary 
and Dhaneshwar Mahato, 
Gurunanak Public School 
Chairman Indrapal Singh 
?$!"!,# @4A# 7";(2$+1'# B$C'%2#
Kumar Mahato, Intellectual 
Forum District Vice President 
D$&&E#=$%%$.,#?'(+'/$+F#D$">$C#
Varnwal attended the function 
as Chief Guest.  The guests 
opened the competition by 
lighting the lamp and cutting 
the lace. The contestants tied 
the knot to their presentation. 
Giridih MP Chandraprakash 
Chaudhary while addressing 
the artists, art lovers and 
people present in the program 
said that there are talented 
artists of versatility in the 
+E+$.# $+'$%# 0-# =2$+>2$"*G# </#

&+'%'"/,# /2'# )!'.*# 0-# *$"('# !%#
a favorite area of   youth and 
artists.  There are immense 
&0%%!6!.!/!'%# !"# /2'# )!'.*# 0-#
dance. Our aim is to place art 
and artist on the international 
board. He thanked the 
0-)!(!$.%# $"*# 3'36'+%# 0-#
:2'# 4'%/# <+/!%/# 0-# =2$+>2$"*#
Dance Championship for 
organizing. Mainly Ward 
No.5 Priyanka Varnwal, 
Champa Devi, Vinita Mishra, 

:2'# 4'%/# <+/!%/# 0-# =2$+>2$"*#
Dance Championship Arvind 
Kumar, Amarnath Singh, 
4!//E# @!%2H$>$+3$,# $%# =E*1'#
Dinesh Devgadia, Ravi Tigga, 
Divisional Secretary Karan 
Kumar Mahato, Vice President 
Manoj Kumar, Sanjay Mahato, 
Prabhat Agarwal, Khemlal 
Mahato, Champa Devi, Vivek 
Singh, Durga Vishwakarma, 
=$"28!#?!"12,#<C$F#<$%/2$,#'/(G#
were present.

News in Breif

!"#$%"#&'()$#*#+#,(

Union membership 

campaign started

Chasanala Agency, :       Membership 
campaign was carried out at Korahir 
8!..$1'#4$..!$&E+#E"*'+#/2'#$'1!%#0-#
=2$+>2$"*#D+$C$&$/!#ID0//'+J#K'*'+$/!0"G##
:2'#($3&$!1"#H$%#(2$!+'*#6F#42$1H$/#
Kumbhakar, membership in-charge of 
4$..!$&E+#4.0(>G##92!'-#1E'%/#=2$+>2$"*#
membership cum in-charge Pappu Pandit 
was present.  Arjun Kumbhakar conducted 
the operation.  Pappu Pandit said that 
the membership drive has been going on 
for 1 month to strengthen organizational 
unity by the Federation, which will run till 
28 March.  The membership drive has to 
reconstruct the committee and outline the 
upcoming schedule.  Membership is the 
basic foundation of the organization

(-#'.(!#,(/.%#0(1#&2"('.'(

-34.(1.4#&(56467$#,3&

Chirkunda Agency, :     Yuva Samiti 
Samman and Holi Milan celebrations 
H'+'#0+1$"!L'*#!"#/2'#&+'3!%'%#0-#=$!#M$$#
N$.!#9.E6#E"*'+#/2'#6$""'+#0-#O$*!#=$/!#
@!>$%#M$"(2#!"#4$+*$"1$.#0-#D$"(2302.!#
Panchayat.  The program was presided 
over by social worker Kishanlal Hadi 
and operations village secretary Chhotu 
Kumar.  The program started by garlanding 
/2'#&0+/+$!/#0-#4$6$%$2'6#<36'*>$+G##
Subsequently, Yuva hadi Vikas Manch was 
formed under the supervision of District 
General Secretary Niwaschandra Mukhi.  
The 11-member committee named Sonu 
Hari as chairman, Rajesh Hari secretary, 
Raju cum secretary, Abhishek Hari as vice-
chairman, Karan Hari treasurer, Kunal Hari 
(E3#/+'$%E+'+,#N$!.$%2#O$+!#0-)!('#%'(+'/$+F,#
Rahul and Sumit Hari as members.  Vikram 
O$*!,#?E"!.#O$*!,#B$3#O$*!,#4E6$!#O$*!#
were selected in the advisory team.  
Speakers said that education will have to 
be delivered door-to-door to strengthen 
the society.  In the coming days, the society 
will have to be strengthened further.  
The program included District Advisor 
Kartik Prasad hadi, General Secretary 
Niwas Chandramukhi, District Women's 
Organization Secretary Mala Mukhi, 
Kalicharan Hadi, Robin hadi, Parmeshwar 
2$*!,#=$1$+"$/2#O$*!,#B$C'%2#O$+!,#?E3$"#
P'8!,#:E.%!#O$+!,#?$"$/$"#O$*!,#4$&!,#<3!/#
Hadi, Sukhdev Hadi  , Rita Devi, Rekha 
Devi, village president Purnima Devi and 
hundreds of women and men.

Dhanbad  Agency, :    Under the National 
Clean Ganga Mission, various cultural and 
awareness programs are being organized 
during the Ganga Swachhta Pakhwara 
from March 16 to 31, including shramdaan, 
competition, tree plantation, Ganga 
Chaupal.  In this sequence, various cultural 
programs including Rangoli, painting 
competition and Nukkad Natak were 
performed in different blocks of the district 
today.  Awareness program was carried out 
to clean the ghats of water bodies.  Director 
NEP said that Prabhatferi was taken out of 
N$%/E+6$#Q$"*2!#4$.!>$#@!*F$.$F$#!"#:E"*!#
block, Ganga Aarti was organized at water 
%0E+('#12$/%#!"#4$123$+$#6.0(>,#ME"!*!2#
of Dhanbad block and painting competition 
!"#4$..!$&E+#6.0(>G##?!3!.$+.F,#(E./E+$.#$"*#
awareness programs were also organized 
!"#0/2'+#6.0(>%GIR<SSTUJ0-)!('+%G##9!/F#
SPs have been inspecting various police 
stations and OPs in the distric.

Aim to establish local art 
#&'(#$,089(5)(5"#:'"#$;

Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

Inauguration of Navjeevan Academy Coaching 
Institute at Nunudih Chief Guest 
Devendra Kumar Choubey of PK 
Roy Memorial College, Dhanbad, 
Distinguished Guest, Professor 
B!/'%2#B$"C$"#0-#B?D#90..'1'#=2$+!$,#
Prof.  The lace cutting was done by 
Itwa tuti and special guest Professor 
Ramachandra.  Chief guest Prof. 
Devendra Kumar Choubey advised 
the institute to pay special attention 
to the development of thinking.  
Distinguished Guest Assistant 
Professor Ritesh Ranjan, Prof Etwa 
tuti, Distinguished Guest Assistant 
Prof Ramachandra Kumar advised 
the Director of the institution to 
provide quality education.  The 
academy is founded by Mithilesh Das, the 
director of the institution.  Mr. Das said that 
Navjivan Academy is a qualitative institution 
of teaching-learning.  Education is one of 
the most important requirements of human 
life.  In the absence of good and qualitative 
education, parents and students have to 

face many problems.  Keeping this in mind, 
Navjivan Academy has been set up so that all 
round development can be made possible by 

providing appropriate educational resources, 
subject matter and educational environment to 
the students.  Introducing speech was given by 
Ms. Kakoli Dutta, thanks were given by teacher 
Krishna Kumar and the program was conducted 
by teacher Sumit Ghoshal.  Teachers, parents and 
students were present in the program

Central government workers 

#&'(#&,<=#$>6$09(?$:+

Mumbai, Correspondent. 

?0"F#?<4V%#.!12/;2'$+/'*#%20H#
Kaatelal & Sons, a story about 
two sisters Garima (Megha 
Chakraborty) and Susheela 
I=!F$# ?2$">$+J,# (2$..'"1!"1#
societal norms and facing 
hardships head-on, is set 
to witness the entry of an 
exciting character named 
Agni played by the dashing 
Sahil Phull. Kaatelal & Sons 
had continued to inspire the 
audience with its delightful 
storyline that teaches us one 
thing- dreams have no gender. 
Adding a dash of a hunk to this 
will be the tough cop – Agni.
Talking about taking Kaatelal 
& Sons, Sahil says, “I always 
wanted to be a part of the 
?0"F# ?<4# /'$3,# $"*# 7# $3#
incredibly grateful to be a part 
of this show. I am portraying 
the character of Agni, who is 
a cop by profession, but he 
is also a foodie at heart. He 
seems to be very rigid in his 
ways but is extremely child-
like by heart. Kaatelal & Sons 
is a unique show that aims 
to inspire people with a very 

special message and I am 
super excited to have begun 
my journey with of inspiring 
people towards ungendering 
dreams."  Sharing his 
experience of shooting with 
the cast, Sahiladded, "The 
energy on the set is very 
positive, and everybody made 
me feel extremely comfortable 
0"# 3F# )!+%/# *$FG# <%# $# &$+/# 0-#
preparing for the role, I had to 
work on the Haryanvi accent 
for my character since I belong 
/0# =$33E,# 7# *!*"W/# 2$8'# /2'#
native accent. I am working 
on the same and it has been 
a learning experience for 
me." Talking about his look 
on the show, Sahil said, "My 

look from the show is going 
to be a style statement. It is 
one of the most fascinating 
looks I have donned so far.
O!%# 0E/)!/# !%# XE!+>F# $"*# 7# $3#
sure something our viewers 
have not seen. People will 
love Agni's persona and his 
way of handling matters."  
Sahil concluded with a special 
message to fans, “I would want 
my fans to watch the show and 
stay hooked to it since this is 
an extraordinary show and 
more importantly because my 
character Agni is set to bring a 
new twist to the show." Watch 
Sahil as Agni on Kaatelal & 
Sons every Monday to Friday 
YZ[S#DM#0".F#0"#?0"F#?<4

)#.&,&@(#&'(A00#;(
53>+6,,3&(:&'6$(B#>#>.(
Gange Scheme

!"#$%"#&'(C6D#(C#>.,(4#:&2"60(
#E#$6&600(#@#.&08(53$3&#D.$:0

Ramgarh, 
Correspondent. 

The mask distribution 
campaign program was 
vigorously carried out in 
Ramgarh Subhash Chowk 
and other areas under 
the chairmanship of the 
committee chairman 
Amit Kumar Sinha. It was 
inaugurated by Rajesh 
NE3$+,# /+$-)!(# !";(2$+1'#
of Ramgarh by bursting 
of coconut.   The masks 
were distributed among 
the passers by members 
of the committee, as well 
$%#&+'%'"/!"1#+0%'#).0H'+%#
to spread awareness 
among the people. It 
is necessary to follow 
the administration's 
guidelines. On behalf of 
/2'#=2$+>2$"*#?'8$#?$3!/!,#
the public has been urged 
to rely on the Coronavirus 
vaccination. All the 
3'36'+%#0-#/2'#=2$+>2$"*#

Seva Samiti participated 
in large numbers and took 
the pledge to continue 
their steps for service to 
the country as always, 
service for human service 
is the ultimate religion. 
On the occasion, Amit 
Kumar Sinha president 
0-# =2$+>2$"*# ?'8$#
Samiti, vice-president 
Nandkishore Prasad alias 
Nandu Gupta, secretary 
Ranjan Fauji alias Chhotan 

secretary Manoj Kumar 
Mandal treasurer Ajit 
=$!%H$.,#(0;/+'$%E+'+#@!"0*#
Kumar, media in-charge 
Shiv Shankar Sahu, Rajesh 
Sahu, Ravindra Sahu, 
Arvind Agarwal, Social 
workers like Neeraj Pratap 
?!"12,# =!/'"*+$# <1$+H$.,#
Rakesh Kumar Sinha, 
Sanjay Kumar, as well as 
IPS Chhabra, Nilesh Kumar 
of Ramgarh Chamber 
attended the program.

FAG2.86'(83(.&0+.$6(+63+46(83E#$'0(

:&@6&'6$.&@(8"6.$('$6#>0H(0#.'(C#".4(
Mumbai, Correspondent. 

?0"F# ?<4V%# .!12/;2'$+/'*#
show Kaatelal & Sons, 
a story about two 
sisters Garima (Megha 
Chakraborty) and Susheela 
I=!F$# ?2$">$+J,# (2$..'"1!"1#
societal norms and facing 
hardships head-on, is set 
to witness the entry of an 
exciting character named 
Agni played by the dashing 
Sahil Phull. Kaatelal & Sons 
had continued to inspire the 
audience with its delightful 
storyline that teaches us 
one thing- dreams have no 
gender. Adding a dash of a 
hunk to this will be the tough 
cop – Agni. Talking about 
taking Kaatelal & Sons, Sahil 
says, “I always wanted to 
6'# $# &$+/# 0-# /2'# ?0"F# ?<4#
team, and I am incredibly 
grateful to be a part of this 
show. I am portraying the 
character of Agni, who is a 
cop by profession, but he 
is also a foodie at heart. He 
seems to be very rigid in his 
ways but is extremely child-
like by heart. Kaatelal & 
Sons is a unique show that 

aims to inspire people with 
a very special message and 
I am super excited to have 
begun my journey with of 
inspiring people towards 
ungendering dreams."  
Sharing his experience 
of shooting with the cast, 
Sahiladded, "The energy 
on the set is very positive, 
and everybody made me 
feel extremely comfortable 
0"#3F#)!+%/#*$FG#<%#$#&$+/#0-#
preparing for the role, I had 
to work on the Haryanvi 
accent for my character 

since I belong to 
=$33E,# 7#*!*"W/#2$8'#
the native accent. I 
am working on the 
same and it has been 
a learning experience 
for me." Talking 
about his lookon the 
show, Sahil said, "My 
look from the show 
is going to be a style 
statement. It is one of 
the most fascinating 
looks I have donned 
%0# -$+GO!%# 0E/)!/# !%#
quirky and I am 
sure something 
our viewers have 

not seen. People will love 
Agni's persona and his 
way of handling matters." 
Sahil concluded with a 
special message to fans, 
“I would want my fans to 
watch the show and stay 
hooked to it since this is 
an extraordinary show and 
more importantly because 
my character Agni is set 
to bring a new twist to the 
show." Watch Sahil as Agni 
on Kaatelal & Sons every 
Monday to Friday 7:30 PM 
0".F#0"#?0"F#?<4
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Putkee, Correspondent. 

A review meeting of Dhanbad District 
Motivational Association was held under the 
chairmanship of Union General Secretary 
O$>!3E**!"#<"%$+!# $/# /2'# +'%!*'"/!$.# 0-)!('# 0-#
Mahfooz Alam of All India Literacy Motivational 
Association.  It was decided to hold a press 
conference and sit on a hunger strike from 27 
March at noon in the auditorium of Lok Shiksha 
N'"*+$,#4$..!$&E+,#/0#'"%E+'#/2'#&$+/!(!&$/!0"#0-#

motivators in the reading and writing campaign 
and against the arbitrariness of corrupt DPM 
$"*# 4DM# # G# # P!%/+!(/# ?'(+'/$+F# B$CE# 4$E+!,#
:+'$%E+'+#M$*2'%2H$+# 5$/2# 42$1$/,#M$2-00L#
<.$3,# ?$"C$F# ?$H,# =!/'"*+$# 92$E*2$+F,# ?/$/'#
:+'$%E+'+# ?$"C!/# NE3$+# 42$"*$+!,# '/(G# H'+'#
present in the meeting.

(P&#:@:$#,3&(3=(B#D*66D#&(
?2#'6>;(53#2".&@(P&0,8:86

Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

From Gurudas Chatterjee Lal Maidan in Nunudih, MCC 
activists and leaders took out a massive public rally on 
Monday against the central government's anti-worker, 
anti-farmer and anti-people laws.  The rally turned into 
$# 1$/2'+!"1# $-/'+# +'$(2!"1# /2'# 1+0E"*%# "'$+# ='.10+$#
Stadium.  Chief guest Nirsa former MLA Arup Chatterjee 
said that this rally has been taken out against the central 
government.  Through the rally, the central government 
is being warned to stay away from its wrong policy and 
work in the interest of the public and the workers.  He 
%$!*# /2$/# %!"('# /2'# 4=D# 108'+"3'"/# ($3'# /0# /2'# ('"/'+,#
nothing has been given to the country.  Companies have 
been privatized and sold to corporate houses.  Right now 
the central government is running blindly.  Politics is done 
by inciting people in the name of caste and religion.  The 
day the people of the country will understand this policy, 
0"#/2$/#*$F#/2'#4=D#108'+"3'"/#$/#/2'#9'"/'+#H!..#H0+>#/0#
overthrow it.

?;:$D6'#(#403(764.6D60(
.&(KC#$D6(Q"#D#&8:(
C:%".&#"K9(B#.%

New Delhi, Correspondent. 

Minister of State for Defence 
Shripad Yesso Naik on Monday said 
goal of 'Health for All' as one the 
Sustainable Developments Goals is 
not new as Ayurveda also believed 
!"# /2'# (0"('&/# 0-# V?$+8'# 42$8$"/E#
Sukhinah'. Mr Naik and Sports Minister 
Kiren Rijiju inaugurated the two-
day 24th Convocation of Rashtriya 
Ayurveda Vidyapeeth (RAV) and 
26th National Seminar on ''Ayurveda 
for Accomplishment of Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)-3'' at 
@!1F$"#42$H$"#!"#/2'#5$/!0"$.#9$&!/$.G#
The MoS for defence said, "It is a matter 
of pride for us. The 'Health for All' goal 
as one of the Sustainable Developments 
Goals is not new for us. Ayurveda 
also believed in the concept of Sarve 
42$8$"/E# ?E>2!"$2G# :2'# %'3!"$+# !%#
the need of the hour. This will educate 
the young practitioner the potential 
of Ayurveda.''Eminent Vaidyas were 
also felicitated at the ceremony 
for their contribution to Ayurveda, 
Ayush Ministry said in a statement. 
Mr Rijiju said, "The topic of seminar 
is very relevant in the current times 
of COVID19 pandemic. This seminar 
will help in promotion of Ayush. This 
will also forward the dream of Prime 
Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji."

New Delhi Agency, :    Public Sector Power 
Grid Corporation of India will acquire 
Y\#&'+#('"/#%/$>'#!"#=$F&''#D0H'+1+!*#
Limited. Power Grid, which so far held in 
]U#&'+#('"/#'XE!/F#!"#/2'#=D^#C0!"/#8'"/E+',#
has signed a share purchase agreement 
H!/2#&+!8$/'#)!+3#/0#$(XE!+'#/2'#3$C0+!/F#
%/$>'G#=D^#H!..#/2E%#6'(03'#$#H20..F#
owned subsidiary of Maharatna enterprise, 
a Ministry of Power statement said.
=D^;=@#2$%#*'8'.0&'*#$#]_\#N3;.0"1#'`/+$;
high voltage power transmission project to 
evacuate power from Karcham-Wangtoo 
project in Himachal Pradesh.

)3E6$(R$.'(83(#2S:.$6(
majority stake in Jaiprakash 
)3E6$(/6&8:$60
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How Rajasthan can make its 

Right to Health promise work
K. Sujatha Rao 

In 1947, post-colonial India set off with 
the ambition of building a modern state on 
the principles of equality where citizens, 
by virtue of their birth in the country, 
would be entitled to a life of dignity. While 
the Constitution provided the rights to 
life, liberty, nutritional standards and 
maternity care, it did not explicitly state 
health as a fundamental right. Access to 
good quality healthcare was, and continues 
!"#$%&#'#()*+*,%-%&#%./"0%1#$0#!2"3%#45,6*,,*.-#
conditions of wealth, location and social 
status. This was so despite India being a 
signatory to the WHO’s Constitution of 
1946 which envisaged the ideal of ensuring 
“the highest attainable standard of health as 
a fundamental right of every human being” 
by allocating the “maximum available 
resources”. The discourse on health as a 
257'.#)*-2!#8'3#'7(,*6*%1#82%.#!2%#9:;<
AIDS pandemic led to the creation of global 
civil society coalitions that pressured 
-"+%).7%.!3# !"# 7'=%# 9:;# !)%'!7%.!#
and sexual freedoms fundamental to 
human rights. In the last decade, the 
increasing cost of care and consequent 
impoverishment of those seeking medical 
treatment added momentum to the debate 
by demanding universal health coverage 
(UHC) to build societal resilience to the 
devastating impacts of ill health. Since 
UHC is based on the principle of equality 
and non-denial of care on grounds of 
affordability, the two ideas of health as 
a human right and UHC converged to be 
translated into state policy for creating a 
“legal obligation to ensure access to timely, 
acceptable and affordable healthcare of 
appropriate quality as well as to providing 
the underlying determinants of health 
such as safe potable water…..” resulting 
in its inclusion in the 2015 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG) to be realised 
by 2030. India has not been immune to 
these global developments. But given 
the compulsions of addressing multiple 
development challenges, “allocating the 
maximum available resources” for health 
has always been a major issue. Public 
health spending as a percentage of GDP has 
hovered around an average of 1 per cent 
against the global average of 8 per cent, 
constraining the building of a rights-based 
healthcare system. In 2018, India’s public 
health spending as a percentage of total 
health expenditures was 26.95 per cent, 
against the global average of 59.54 per 
cent with just 20 countries spending less 
than India. At 62.67 per cent out-of-pocket 
expenditure on health, such spending in 
India was the 13th highest in the world. 
In addition to low public health spending, 
key barriers to universalising access to 
healthcare are the inadequate availability 
of services, particularly in rural areas, a 
severe shortage of human resources and 
the rising cost of care due to more intensive 
use of technologies alongside changing 
perceptions of quality. So, while low public 

spending is seen as the root cause, a study 
of catastrophic health expenditures (10 
to 25 per cent of household income) in 
133 countries brought out two interesting 
insights with policy implications — one, the 
positive partial correlation between income 
inequality and catastrophic spending at all 
income levels and two, absence of evidence 
that the mere increase in health spending 
or channeling it through private insurance 
'.1# .".>()"6*!# *.3!*!5!*".3# ()"+*1%1#
6*.'.?*',# ()"!%?!*".@# A*.?%# '# 1%?'1%&#
concerted attempts have been made by 
civil society organisations to persuade 
governments to enact laws making health 
a human right. The manifestos of the CPM 
'.1#B".-)%33#*.#CDEF&#2"8%+%)&#')%#!2%#6*)3!#
instance of a clear political commitment 
towards promoting such a rights-based 
(",*?0@# G2%# BH;:I# ('.1%7*?# $)"5-2!# !"#
the surface the inadequacies of the health 
system and the denial of basic care, where 
even basic public health functions like 
testing or contact tracing and behaviour 
change required the whole and exclusive 
attention of the district administration. 
Coping with this one infection has not 
".,0# 7%'.!# 1%.0*.-# ?')%# !"# .".>BH;:I#
patients but also the inability to treat all as 
per protocol due to limited infrastructure 
in public and private sectors, provoking 
the Rajasthan government to expedite its 
intention to introduce the Rajasthan Model 
of Public Health (RMPH) in its budget for 
2021-22, embedding in it a public health 
law making access to health a right. For 
realising this aspiration, Rajasthan has 
proposed doubling its budget, setting up 
medical and nursing colleges, establishing 
and upgrading primary health centres 
and substantially improving the delivery 
of services by expanding access to free 
medicines and diagnostics, besides adding 
1,000 beds and establishing institutions 
of excellence for cardiology, virology, 
cancer and maternity and childcare. New 

features to its current health insurance 
programme are three — expansion of 
the eligibility criteria to cover two-thirds 
of the population, providing 50 per cent 
subsidy for the non-poor sections to avail 
of the health insurance programme by 
providing them cover for Rs 5 lakh worth 
of cashless treatment in government and 
accredited private hospitals, and assuring 
coverage of not just inpatient but also 
outpatient treatment. The intention is 
laudable. But for achieving the goal of 
arresting catastrophic expenses, it would 
be essential to sequence investments over 
the next decade, starting with ensuring 
universal access to social determinants 
and primary healthcare services by 
4"?53*.-# ".# 7',.5!)*!*".# '.1# 6*,,*.-#
gaps in accessing toilets, safe water 
and basic health services. This would 
require an uncompromising attention to 
substantially and expeditiously improving 
the primary healthcare infrastructure in 
terms of buildings, human resources and 
technology. If strict prioritisation is not 
maintained, much of the scarce resources 
can get diverted to providing expensive 
hospital treatment for the not-so-rich 
but more vocal people in urban areas, 
widening existing inequities and not 
reducing catastrophic expenditures. The 
BH;:I# ('.1%7*?# 2'3# 1%%(%.%1# ("+%)!0#
and set back the economy by a decade. 
In such a desperate situation, the state 
is faced with a paradox of addressing 
the need for a rights-based policy. This, 
however, requires doubling of resources 
that are unavailable, necessitating 
reviewing interventions so as to remove 
8'3!%&# ()"7"!%# %46*?*%.?*%3# '.1# '# 7")%#
rational use of the limited resources. It is 
a bumpy road ahead but today, as never 
before, state intervention is required to 
ensure health security to all, as an anti-
poverty measure, particularly aimed at 
the poor and marginalised.

Today, we complete four years of our pledge to present 
Uttar Pradesh, which has the blessings of nature and 
the lord almighty, as a safe, developed and prosperous 
state able to achieve the aspirations of its 24 crore 
people on the global stage. We have dedicated these 
4"5)# 0%')3# !"# !'?=,*.-# *.6*.*!%# ?2',,%.-%3&# %J(,")*.-#
endless possibilities and realising your dreams. On 
March 19, 2017, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
-'+%#53#!2%#('!2#"4#KA'$='#A''!2&#A'$='#;*='3&#A'$='#
;*328'3L@# M3# !2%# 3!'!%# -"+%).7%.!# ?"7(,%!%3# 4"5)#
0%')3&# :# '7# 3'!*36*%1# !2'!# 8%# 2'+%# $%%.# 35??%3345,#
in implementing our policies in line with this goal. 
PM Modi has dreamt of a “self-reliant India” to 
overcome the economic crisis unleashed by the 
BH;:I#('.1%7*?@#9%# *3#(5)35*.-# !2%#-"',#"4#7'=*.-#
the country a $-5 trillion economy. UP is committed 
!"#7'=*.-#'#3*-.*6*?'.!#?".!)*$5!*".#!"8')13#!2*3#-"',@#
Studies reveal that UP is the state with the greatest 
possibilities in terms of demographic dividend. 
The only thing needed was to explore and realise 
these possibilities through coordinated policies 
'.1# ?,%')# *.!%.!*".3@# G2%# -"+%).7%.!# *1%.!*6*%1#
barriers to industrial capital investments and 
facilitated investment procedures by introducing a 
single-window system. We took concrete steps to 
provide world-class connectivity and brought the 
-"+%).7%.!N3# (,'.3# '.1# "!2%)# $%.%6*!3# !"# !2%# ,'3!#
person in the queue. It was not an easy task to rise to 
number two in the national ranking of “Ease of Doing 
Business” within four years, but we did it. UP has 
become the best business and investment destination 
in India and ranks second in terms of economy, playing 
the role of the growth engine for the country. The 
story of Bundelkhand women working tirelessly to 
'?2*%+%#'#()"6*!#"4#O3#C#?)")%#*.#7*,=#()"15?!*".#8*!2#
a total annual turnover of Rs 46 crore is inspiring. In 
!2%#BH;:I#(%)*"1#',".%&#'3#7'.0#'3#PQ&DDD#7%7$%)3#
of self-help groups stitched over one crore school 
uniforms for children of council schools, earning 
more than Rs 100 crore. Many such innovative efforts 
are becoming the cornerstone of realising the dream 
of “Self-reliant Uttar Pradesh”. Moving forward on the 
path of development, 40 lakh families got housing 
and 1.38 crore families got electricity connection in 
just four years in UP, while the connectivity of every 
+*,,'-%#2'3# *7()"+%1#3*-.*6*?'.!,0#'.1#8")=# *3#-"*.-#
".#'#8')>4""!*.-#!"#,'0#"(!*?',#6*$)%#*.#!2%#?"5.!)03*1%@#
We have strengthened interstate connectivity. 
Five expressways are getting ready to accelerate 
development, and defence corridors are being built to 
7'=%#!2%#?"5.!)0#3%,4>3546*?*%.!#*.#1%4%.?%#()"15?!*".@#
We have to remember that this is the same UP where 
the per capita income in 2015-16 was just Rs 47,116. 
Today, it is Rs 94,495. The state with a GDP of Rs 
10.90 lakh crore in 2015-16 has emerged with a GDP 
of Rs 21.73 lakh crore today. This is change. Under 
the Jal Jeevan Mission, work is underway to ensure 
the availability of safe tap water to every household 
across the state. The state government is working 
on a comprehensive action plan in this context in 
R5.1%,=2'.1&#!2%#;*.120'#)%-*".#'.1#SD&DDD#)%+%.5%#
villages. The piped drinking water scheme is also 
being implemented in all these villages. 

Salman Khurshid
I have defended the Ayodhya judgment knowing that 
many enlightened Hindu friends have been critical 
of its conclusions. I have defended it for the legal 
correctness of its arguments and the greater cause 
it serves of national reconciliation. Amongst the 
arguments I marshalled in support was the explicit 
6*.1*.-#!2'!#!2%#T,'?%3#"4#U")32*(#M?!#?".?,53*+%,0#
put a lid on all other disputes by freezing the 
status of places of worship on 15 August 1947. 
Five justices of the Constitution Bench stamped 
their approval on the far-sighted Act passed in the 
aftermath of the December 6, 1992 demolition of 
Babri Masjid. Understandably, the validity of the 
Act was not under challenge and the Court did not 
expressly hear arguments on either side but the 
fact remains that the Constitution Bench stamped 
its approval. Technically speaking, the notice issued 
by the Supreme Court might be correct, but the 
implications are far-reaching and might undermine 
our efforts to persuade the general public, including 
Muslims, about the correctness and virtue of the 
Ayodhya judgment. Inevitably the sceptics who 
opposed the acceptance of the alternative piece of 
land for a mosque will steal a march over those of 
us who support reconciliation. What is worse the 
country will once again descend into the spiral of 
?".6,*?!#'.1#,'?=#"4#4'*!2&#."!#3"7%!2*.-#!2'!#'.0#-"1#
8"5,1#8'.!#!"#*.6,*?!#5(".#53@#G2%#('!2#"(%.%1#$0#
the latest notice is wide and endless; Mathura and 
;')'.'3*#8*,,#."!#$%#!2%#6*.',#1%3!*.'!*".@#V*,*',#(*%!0#
will entirely be replaced by paying for the “sins” 
of ancestors. For all of us who have condemned 
Partition and accepted that the national unity of 
India of 1947 is more important than imagined 
insecurity or perceived slight to dignity, we are 
suddenly being subjected to a new Partition. But 
having repudiated it once, we will reject it with 
greater emphasis this time. It matters not that a 
further price has to be paid. We will pay the price 
without the least hesitation. Yet a question must be 
asked: Do people who are pushing India away from 
acceptance of pluralism know where it will lead 
us? Modern-day liberal societies are for reasons of 
principle or pragmatics fast becoming multi-ethnic 
and multi-cultural. Our own contribution to the 
changing colours and contours of global societies 
is considerable. We celebrate Indian-Americans 
reaching out to place their footprints on the soil of 
WA# (",*!*?3@# X5%3!*".*.-&# *4# ."!# 3!*6,*.-&# (,5)',*37#
at home can only be signs of myopia or at worse, 
hypocrisy. We have expressed outrage at racism in 
!2%#WY#!')-%!*.-#!2%#6*)3!# :.1*'.#8"7'.#T)%3*1%.!#
of the Oxford Union accused of insensitive racial 
tweets. But our government pretends not to hear 
similar, and worse, slurs and insults directed at our 
own people. Protest and patriotism have become 
the two boxes to tick on the peril of social media 
onslaughts and police prosecutions. Yet we are 
'--)*%+%1#!2'!#"!2%)#1%7"?)'?*%3#*.#!2%#8"),1#6*.1#
that disturbing. India is engaged in a battle for the 
mind and soul. We would like to believe that we 
speak for the light against the darkness espoused by 
our adversaries. Be that as it may, the battle, not of 
our seeking, will be a long and arduous one. Yet we 
will prevail in the end because the soul of India will 
not be suppressed for long. 

New India’s New UP

The Places of Worship Act has 
been challenged. Here’s why 

this is dangerous

Dhiraj Nayyar
The lack of administrative reform in 
India has frustrated many stakeholders 
4")# '# ,".-# !*7%@# H??'3*".',,0&# *!# 6*.13#
a voice at the highest levels, most 
recently when, during a speech in 
Parliament, Prime Minister Modi 
complained about the overreach of 
the elite IAS cadre. Unsurprisingly, 
one of the key focus areas of such 
reform is enabling lateral entry into 
an otherwise “permanent” system 
of administrators. But the success of 
lateral entry hinges entirely on how it 
is designed. The present government, 
to its credit, has taken some steps 
on lateral entry. Eight professionals 
were recruited for joint secretary-
level positions in various ministries. 
Some other positions at the joint 
secretary and director-level have 
been advertised. But this is unlikely 
to shake up the system which is the 
entire logic of lateral entry. Here is 
why. The terms on which the positions 
are advertised may dissuade the best 
from applying. In the permanent 
303!%7&# :MA# "46*?%)3# -%!# ()"7"!%1# !"#
joint secretary level after 17 years of 
service and remain at that level for 
ten years. The IAS and permanent 
system are strictly seniority-bound 
nobody gets promoted ahead of 
time. That makes the average age of 
a joint secretary around 45. Now, if 
similar experience requirements are 
used for lateral entry, it is unlikely 
that the best will join because in the 
private sector they rise to the top of 
their profession, in CXO positions, or 
tenured professorships, at that age. 
Their aspiration will be for a higher 
position. To attract the best talent 

from outside at the joint secretary 
level, entry requirements need to be 
relaxed so that persons of 35 years 
of age are eligible. The logic extends 
!"# "!2%)# )'.=3@# :MA# "46*?%)3# $%?"7%#
secretaries to the government after 
30 to 33 years of service, which means 
they are 55 or above. The best talent 
from outside would only join at 50 or 
less. If one looks at lateral entry in an 
earlier generation, among economists, 
!2%)%# 8'3# 75?2# -)%'!%)# 6,%J*$*,*!0@#
The likes of Montek Singh Ahluwalia, 
R*7',# Z','.# '.1# ;*/'0# Y%,=')# 8%)%#
joint secretaries in their mid-30s 
and secretaries by their late 40s or 
by 50. That is one of the reasons they 
left lucrative assignments abroad. 
The second challenge is whether the 
system is facilitating lateral entrants 
for success or is indifferent to the point 
of failure. There are many dimensions 
to this. For a start, there are several 
joint secretaries in each ministry who 
handle different portfolios. If assigned 
to an unimportant portfolio, the 
chances of not making a mark are high. 
A cursory look at the portfolios of the 

eight laterally-hired joint secretaries 
doesn’t suggest that they hold critical 
portfolios. One entrant has already 
quit. There must also be clarity in 
what precisely is the mandate for the 
lateral entrant. There is a difference 
in bringing expertise and being part 
of the decision-making process. For 
the former, the government doesn’t 
strictly need to hire “outsiders”. 
Expertise is widely available and 
used by almost every ministry expert 
committees, consultations, think tank 
engagements, etc. To be disrupters, 
lateral entrants need to be able to 
stamp their authority on decision 
making. For this to happen, there need 
to be more lateral entrants at all levels 
in ministries. Anyone familiar with 
the functioning of government knows 
that there is a long chain in decision-
making and a minority of one cannot 
override it. 

Also, it requires an understanding 
of the system and an ability to work 
with the “permanent” establishment. 
No training or orientation is provided 
for this. By the time networks are 

built, it is time to move on. On 
past evidence, the lateral entrants 
who made the biggest impact are 
those who served in the system for 
a length of time and at different 
levels. The economists mentioned 
earlier joined as advisers at the joint 
secretary level before moving up 
the ladder to mainstream positions, 
learning to work with the permanent 
establishment in the process. A recent 
lateral entrant like Parameswaran 
Iyer succeeded because he had served 
in the IAS early on. Lateral entry, 
like competition in any sphere, is a 
good thing. But serious thinking is 
required on entry requirements, job 
assignments, number of personnel 
and training to make it a force for 
positive change. Some reform of the 
“permanent” system particularly 
its seniority principle  may be a 
prerequisite.

Lateral Entry : A challenging 
administrative reform

The COVID pandemic 

brought to the surface 

the inadequacies of 

the health system 

and the denial of 

basic care, where 

even basic public 

health functions like 

testing or contact 

tracing and behaviour 

change required 

the whole and 

exclusive attention 

of the district 

administration. 

The discourse on health as a human right was 
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creation of global civil society coalitions that pressured 
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freedoms fundamental to human rights.

The present government, 

to its credit, has taken 

some steps on lateral 

entry. Eight professionals 

were recruited for joint 

secretary-level positions in 
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other positions at the joint 

secretary and director-

level have been advertised.
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News in Breif

Fewer Europeans trust the AstraZeneca 
COVID-19 vaccine after several countries 
reported side-effects, such as blood clots, 
an opinion poll by YouGov showed on 
!"#$%&'()*)#(+,"-.,(/01)#+1210(/+-$1)/(
have found it is safe and effective. An 
increased number of French, German, 
Italian and Spanish adults said they 
considered the vaccine unsafe, YouGov 
found, although faith in other vaccines 
3&(4215)6(7#0(%#$(!"$)6#%(7#0(8%/(
unaffected.“Not only have we seen 
considerable rises in those who consider 
it unsafe in the last two weeks in Europe, 
thestraZeneca vaccine continues to be 
seen as substantially less safe than its 
4215)6(%#$(!"$)6#%(0"-#+)69%6+/':(;)%$(
data journalist at YouGov Matt Smith 
said in a statement. Sixty-one percent of 
French adults surveyed said the vaccine 
was unsafe, a rise of 18 percentage points 
compared to February, YouGov said.Just 
over half of German adults surveyed said 
they thought the vaccine was unsafe, a 
rise of 15 percentage points compared 
to February, while 43% of Italians had 
serious doubts, an increase of almost a 
third. Spain showed a similar increase 
to Italy in the level of concern, YouGov 
said. Only in Britain was trust in the 
vaccine stable. While the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA) has investigated 
reports of unusual blood disorders in 
recipients of theAstraZeneca vaccine, it 
/%1$(;%/+(8))<(+,)(3)#)21+/("-+8)1.,)$(
the risks and continues to recommend 
its use. This month a series of European 
countries, including France, Germany 
and Italy halted its use after Denmark 
and Norwayreporting isolated cases of 
bleeding, blood clots and a low platelet 
count. That was the latest setback in 
the European Union’s troubled rollout 
of vaccines that has been dogged by 
delays. As EU nations face a third wave of 
infections and their vaccination campaigns 
move more slowly than those of Britain 
and the United States, health experts have 
chided EU leaders for poor communication 
and said the vaccine AstraZeneca 
developed in partnership with Britain’s 
Oxford University is safe. YouGov pollster 
surveyed 1,672 British adults, 2,024 
Germans, 1,022 French, 1,016 Italians, 
1050 Spaniards, 1,004 Danes, and 1,017 
Swedes between March 12 and March 18 
2021.

European trust in 
AstraZeneca vaccine 
falls, opinion poll says

The main opposition challenger 
in Congo Republic’s March 21 
96)/1$)#+1%;();)0+1"#(=-&(>610)(4%621%+(
Kolelas who was sick in hospital with 
COVID-19 has died at 61, a spokesman 
said on Monday.Kolelas’s election 
campaign said on Sunday that the 
former minister was in hospital with 
COVID-19 and could be evacuated 
to France. The spokesman Justin 
?5";"-@"-%($)0;1#)$(+"(.1*)(+,)(0%-/)(
of death, but said Kolelas died while 
he was being evacuated for medical 
treatment. Kolelas released a video 
from his hospital bed late on Saturday. 
Breathing heavily and holding an 
oxygen mask next to his face, he 
/%1$(,)(8%/(A3%++;1#.(%.%1#/+($)%+,:(
but urged Congolese to “go vote for 
0,%#.):B(C";);%/'(+,)(/"#("@(@"6D)6(
Prime Minister Bernard Kolelas, 
came second in the 2016 presidential 
election. He was seen as the main 
challenger to President Denis Sassou 
Nguesso who is seeking to extend his 
36-year rule in Congo.

!"#$"%&'()*+,-%"((".,/"#%
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Kolelas dies at 61
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Los Angeles, Agency. 

Shortly after his mother was killed in 
the Atlanta-area shootings, Randy Park 
launched a GoFundMe page asking 
for USD 20,000 to pay for funeral 
expenses. By Sunday, the donations 
were approaching USD 3 million. With 
many people seeking a way to support 
the families of the dead, Park’s page 
and others have offered an outlet for 
tens of thousands of donors, and the 
accounts have surpassed their goals 
only days after they were opened.“I’ve 
never had a good understanding how 
much money was worth, but every cent 
"@(1+(81;;(3)(-/)$("#;&(1#(9-6)(#)0)//1+&':(
wrote Park, son of Hyun Jung Grant, 51, 
who was one of the eight people killed 
in the attacks on massage businesses. 
Rani Ban contributed to Park just to 
show kindness. “It’s important that he 
knows there are still good people. That’s 
/1D9;&(1+':(/%1$(>%#'(8,"(1/(@6"D(+,)(E%#(
Francisco Bay Area.To date, no central 
fund been created to aid families of the 
victims, a contrast with some other mass 
shootings where groups were set up to 

collect and distribute money to those 
directly affected. For example, following 
the 2017 attack on the Las Vegas Strip 
that killed 58 people that night and 
at least two others who died later, a 
#"#96"21+(0"69"6%+1"#(8%/(@"6D)$(+"(9%&(
FGHI'JJJ( +"( +,)( @%D1;1)/B( K,)( #"#96"21+(
stemmed from a GoFundMe account that 

received more than 90,000 donations. 
7#(GJLM'(%(.6"-9("@(#"#96"21+/("6.%#1/)$(
a relief effort after a gunman opened 
216)( 1#(N;(4%/"'(K)O%/'( <1;;1#.(GG(9)"9;)(
in an attack that police said targeted 
Mexicans. For now, donors to victims 
of the Atlanta shootings must scour 
individual GoFundMe accounts. “We all 
have to stand up for all the innocent lives 
+,%+( @%;;( *10+1D( +"( /-0,( 6)0<;)//( ,%+)':(
Mallory Spalding wrote on a GoFundMe 
page set up for Suncha Kim, 69, who 
was fatally shot in the chest. The page 
has seen more than USD 125,000 in 
donations in a single day.“It brings tears 
to our eyes that you are all standing with 
us and our beloved halmoni, mother, 
and wife. Suncha was such a strong, 
loving presence in all of our lives, and 
8)(D1//(,)6(/"(D-0,':(+,)(@%D1;&(/%1$(1#(
a statement posted on the page. A page 
for Delaina Yaun has collected more 
than USD 102,000, and one for survivors 
of Paul Michels has raised more than 
USD 57,000. A page for Yong Yue’s 
family drew more than USD 94,000. The 
donations will help pay for travel for 

family members who would otherwise 
be unable to attend funerals. Yong Yue’s 
family issued a statement less than 24 
hours after creating the GoFundMe 
page that the money would be used to 
2;&(,)6(/1O(.6%#$0,1;$6)#(+"(+,)(@-#)6%;'(
as well to take care of Yue’s “business 
%#$( ,"D)( %@@%16/B:,)( /-/9)0+'( GLP&)%6P
old Robert Aaron Long, is charged with 
killing four women at the Atlanta spas 
and four other people at a massage 
business about 30 miles (50 kilometers) 
away in Cherokee County. Seven of the 
slain were women, and six of them were 
of Asian descent. Park’s family was 
+,)( 216/+( +"( ;%-#0,( %( ="Q-#$!)( 9%.)B(
He explained that he had “no time to 
.61)*):( 3)0%-/)( 21#%#01%;( "3;1.%+1"#/(
were quickly mounting. After his page 
began taking off, others soon followed 
to raise money for more families. “To put 
it bluntly, I can’t believe you guys exist. 
People I will probably never meet, hear 
nor express my thanks to. This is simply 
%( 0,%#.)( 1#(D&( ;1@)':(4%6<(86"+)( +"( +,)(
70,000 people who had contributed as 
of Sunday afternoon.

Fully Vaccinated and Time to 
Party, If You Are 70

Chennai, Agency. 

Bobby Stuckey flipped through receipts this month, surprised to see a huge increase 
in cocktail sales, the highest in the 17-year history of his restaurant, even though the 
bar section has been closed. #e septuagenarians are back.“Every night we are seeing 
another couple or a pair of couples in the dining room, and they feel so much relief,” 
said Stuckey, owner of Frasca Food and Wine in Boulder, Colorado. “COVID was 
hard on everybody, but you can’t even think of the emotional toll in this group. #ey 
haven’t gone out. #ey want to have the complete experience. It is just joyful to see 
them again.” Older people, who represent the vast majority of Americans who are 
fully vaccinated against the coronavirus, are emerging this spring with the daffodils, 
tilting their faces to the sunlight outdoors. #ey are filling restaurants, hugging 
grandchildren and booking flights.Marcia Bosseler is back to playing pingpong 
— and beating all the men, she said — at her apartment complex in Coral Gables, 
Florida.Randy and Rochelle Forester went out to eat with another couple for the first 
time in a year, and Rochelle Forester celebrated the pleasure of being “out of sweats, 
to put on some pretty earrings and lipstick and be back in the world a little bit.” 
Fully vaccinated, Louis Manus Jr., an 82-year-old Navy veteran in Rapid City, South 
Dakota, is getting ready for his first vintage car club meeting in a year.#e upside-
down world in which older Americans are drinking more martinis inside restaurants 

at a far greater rate than millennials will be short-lived. It is a fleeting COVID-era 
interregnum in which the elders celebrate while their younger counterparts lurk in 
grocery stores in search of le&over shots or rage on social media, envious of those 
who have received a vaccine. In a few months, all that will most likely be over, 
and vaccines will be available to all who want them.For now, about two-thirds of 
Americans older than 65 have started the vaccination process, and nearly 38% are 
fully vaccinated, compared with 12% of the overall population, giving the rest of the 
nation a glimpse into the a&er times.“I am just enjoying my life,” said Robbie Bell, 
75, who recently went out with two friends for a birthday celebration in Miami — 
one of whom was hospitalized last year with a dangerous case of COVID — and 
even hit the dance floor.“#is is my just due,” Bell said. “Seniors gave up more than 
anybody else.”Bosseler, who is 85, is thrilled to go back to live games of pingpong 
and mahjong at #e Palace in Coral Gables.“#is is very exciting for me,” she said in 
a telephone interview.She is happiest to get back to “relationship with friends,” she 
said.“What was difficult was losing that intimacy of walking together and talking face 
to face. I missed not shaking a hand, or putting a hand on a shoulder.”Her neighbor 
Modesto Maidique, who is 80, has tiptoed out into the world, grabbing his sandwich 
indoors. But his central goal, like many older people, is to see his grandchildren.“I 
am about ready to jump in a plane and fly — and the sooner, the better,” Maidique 

said. He also teaches a course on “lessons in life, love and leadership” at Florida 
International University in Miami and “dreaded the thought of people being online 
and my not having the ability to interact with others,” he said.His tentative plan is 
to hold a normal class in September.Other older Americans still in the workforce 
are finding their way back into that world before many of the rest of us, too. Bell, a 
real estate broker, spent the last year driving around Miami in a car separate from 
clients, once giving a tour by speakerphone and pointing out landmarks. #e clients 
would then go inside houses by themselves. “#at is how I had to function,” she said. 
“For the first time last week, someone came who had her shots, too. I picked her up, 
and I did my showings.”Bell also dared to go out with two girlfriends for a birthday 
celebration. She and one of the friends are members of a ski club that suffered three 
deaths related to a trip to Sun Valley, Idaho, early in the pandemic, and one of her 
two dinner companions also became sick enough to be hospitalized. #eir first 
dinner out was so jubilant that Bell made her way to the dance floor, where an older 
gentleman tried to grab her hand and dance. (For that, she was not ready, and she 
said she swatted him away.) She and her pals “were talking about how great we felt 
and how nice it was even to be in each other’s company and talk and laugh,” she said.
Bell said she tries not to dwell on the losses and the pain of the last year. “I am not 
going there,” she said, preferring to focus on the cheerful now. But when she talked 
about her grandchildren, she began to weep. “Do you know how bad it was not to 
hug your grandchild?” she asked. “I try not to think about it, it’s so hurtful.”Marsha 
Henderson, a former commissioner for women’s health with the Food and Drug 
Administration, also got inoculated and then began helping her friends and neigh-
bors find vaccine appointments in Washington, D.C. As she and her friends crawl 
out, she said, they are beginning to look at shaking up some of their routes. “#e 
Book Club Sisters will meet in April for the first time since COVID,” she said. “#e 
pandemic has encouraged us to look to a new genre, not our usual biographies or 
politics. We are trying to look to the future, Afro Futuristic short stories. No more 
Zoom. It will be a hoot!”any of those fully vaccinated — older and younger — are 
still cautious, more like those crocuses that bloom in the day only to fold quietly 
back into their stems at night. “I would say that we are less afraid but not fear-free,” 
said John Barkin, 76, who lives with his wife, Chris, 70, in Chestertown, Maryland. 
“#ere are so many stories about mutations, etc., and so many yet-to-be-vaccinated 
people seem to be acting more and more irresponsibly. Both of us feel that we have 
invested a year of being careful, so to continue on conservatively seems the way to 
go.”#eir vigilance stems from the spread of some more contagious variants of the 
virus and from uncertainty over whether those who are vaccinated can still spread 
it. Lindsey Leininger, a health policy researcher and a clinical professor at the Tuck 
School of Business at Dartmouth in Hanover, New Hampshire, said that the public 
health messaging has been “overcautious” at times.“But I suspect there’s something 
much deeper at play,” she said.“We’re biologically wired to avoid viral threats and 
abhor uncertainty,” Leininger continued. “Sadly, the variants inject some serious 
uncertainty, although we’re hopeful about emerging data suggesting our vaccines 
remain protective and that effective boosters can be produced. Some people cope 
with uncertainty by saying, ‘To heck withit!’ and avoid all precaution, while others 

Atlanta shooting of  Asian women was racially motivated, US senator says

New Delhi, Agency. 

New Zealand’s Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern will announce within two weeks a date 
for quarantine-free travel with Australia, she said on Monday, despite mounting pressure 
from business to open borders with neighbouring countries.The government hopes to 
announce a start date on April 6, Ardern told a news conference, adding that while opening 
3"6$)6/(81+,(#)1.,3"-6/(8%/(%(961"61+&'(/)*)6%;(0"#0)6#/(#))$)$(+"(3)(6)/";*)$(216/+BAR)(
know that many New Zealanders are nervous…they want us to proceed in the same 
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needed to satisfy the cabinet, such as contact tracing measures and managed isolation 
facilities, before borders are opened to Australians. Both countries have successfully 

contained the coronavirus within their borders, although Australia has suffered sporadic outbreaks. 
Most Australian states have opened borders to New Zealanders since last October, with a few short 
suspensions over small virus outbreaks in Auckland. But New Zealand has delayed returning the 
favour. New Zealand’s opposition National Party has called for the immediate start of quarantine-
free travel with Australia. “The last thing our struggling economy needs now is more announcements 
%3"-+(@-+-6)(%##"-#0)D)#+/':(9%6+&(;)%$)6(Y-$1+,(S";;1#/(/%1$(1#(%(/+%+)D)#+B:K,)(461D)(!1#1/+)6(
/,"-;$(,%*)(.1*)#(-/(+,)(0)6+%1#+&("@(%(/+%6+($%+)(+"$%&B:K"-61/D("9)6%+"6/(1#(?)8(Z)%;%#$(8,"(0%+)6(
to international visitors are struggling, with some having warned their business may not survive 
much longer if the borders remain shut. A two-way travel arrangement was in New Zealand’s hands, 
Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison said this month. But Ardern said, opening borders without 
proper systems in place would lead to more lockdowns, putting even domestictourism at risk.
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New Delhi, Agency. 

US Democratic Senator Tammy Duckworth 
on Sunday expressed doubts about FBI 
Director Chris Wray’s initial assessment 
that the fatal shooting of six Asian women 
in Atlanta-area spas may not constitute 
a hate crime, saying it “looks racially 
D"+1*%+)$B:AQ6"D(8,)6)(7(/1+'(7(8%#+(+"(/))(
a deeper investigation into whether or not 
these shootings and other similar crimes 
%6)(6%01%;;&(D"+1*%+)$':(V-0<8"6+,'(8,"(1/(
one of only two Asian-Americans currently 
serving in the US Senate, told CBS “Face the 
?%+1"#B:A7+(;""</(6%01%;;&(D"+1*%+)$(+"(D)':(
she said, adding the caveat that she is not 
%(9";10)("@210)6("6(9)6/"#%;;&(1#*)/+1.%+1#.(
the crimes. Police in Atlanta are still 
investigating the motive in connection 
with the fatal shooting of eight people, six 
of whom were Asian women, on Tuesday.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation 
is assisting with the investigation.In an 
interview with NPR last week, Wray said 
+,%+( 1+( A$")/(#"+(%99)%6:( +,%+( 6%0)( @%0+"6)$(
into the mass shooting.Georgia Senator 
Raphael Warnock, speaking on NBC’s “Meet 

+,)(46)//':(%;/"([-)/+1"#)$(+,%+(%//)//D)#+'(
suggesting he believes race played a role.“We 
%;;(<#"8(,%+)(8,)#(8)(/))(1+':(,)(/%1$B(A7+(1/(
tragic that we’ve been visited by this kind 
"@( *1";)#0)( &)+( %.%1#B:K,)( /,""+1#./( ,%*)(
stoked fears among those in the Asian-

XD)610%#( 4%01210( 7/;%#$)6( 0"DD-#1+&'(
which has reported a spike in hate crimes 
since March 2020 when then-President 
Donald Trump began referring to COVID-19 
%/( +,)( AS,1#%( *16-/B:E-/9)0+)$( .-#D%#(
Robert Aaron Long, a 21-year-old Atlanta-

area resident who is white, told police that 
sexual frustration led him to commit the 
*1";)#0)BS,)6"<))( S"-#+&( E,)61@@ W/( T@210)(
Captain Jay Baker, who told the media in 
a press conference that a sexual addiction 
may have fueled the crime and said Long 
,%$( ,%$( A%( 6)%;;&( 3%$( $%&':( ,%/( /1#0)( 0"D)(
under criticism from political leaders and 
civil rights advocates for making insensitive 
comments.They noted such remarks only 
fuel stigmas about race, gender and sex work.
K,)( /,)61@@ W/( "@210)( ;%+)6( %0<#"8;)$.)$( +,)(
remarks had sparked anger, but said Baker 
never intended to offend anyone.Baker is no 
longer serving as a spokesman for the case. 
The incidence of hate crimes against Asian-
Americans rose by 149% in 2020 in 16 major 
cities compared with 2019, according to the 
Center for the Study of Hate and Extremism.
Duckworth is among a growing number 
of Asian-American lawmakers who have 
urged law enforcement to more carefully 
examine the escalating violence.“It looks 
to me that he knew he was going to places 
where disproportionately the people he shot 
up would be Asians, and female, and I think 

the investigators need to really look at these 
@%0+/':(\)96)/)#+%+1*)(K)$(]1)-'(%(D)D3)6("@(
the House Judiciary Committee, told CNN last 
week, referring to Long.President Joe Biden 
and Vice President Kamala Harris visited 
Atlanta on Friday to offer support to Asian-
Americans and meet with leaders of the 
community.Biden on Sunday also highlighted 
the need to prevent gender-based violence 
and keep women safe.“In the past few weeks, 
8)W*)( /))#( +""( D%#&( )O%D9;)/( "@( ,"661210(
and brutal assaults on women, including the 
tragic murders in Georgia…It hurts all of us, 
and we all must do more to create societies 
where women are able to go about their lives 
@6))( @6"D(*1";)#0)':( ,)( /%1$( 1#( %( /+%+)D)#+B
The Justice Department has previously 
said it will step up investigations into hate 
061D)/(%.%1#/+(X/1%#PXD)610%#/(%#$(4%01210(
Islanders. Duckworth said on Sunday she 
has written a letter to Wray and Attorney 
General Merrick Garland asking them to take 
a deeper look at whether hate crimes are 
going under-reported. A Justice Department 
/9"<)/D%#( 0"#216D)$( 6)0)1*1#.( +,)( ;)++)6(
and said it was under review.
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News in Breif

Chance for fringe players to push their case: Eoin Morgan
England captain Eoin Morgan on Monday said the 
upcoming three-match ODI series against India 
would be an opportunity for the fringe players to 
push their case for the T20 World Cup as 50-over 
format also throws situations similar to T20 cricket.
England have already lost the Test and T20Is series 
and the Eoin Morgan-led team, who are the reigning 
world champions in the ODIs, would be desperate 
to stamp their authority in the format and sign off 
with some pride.“Given the T20 World Cup round 
the corner, playing any international cricket is a 
huge opportunity for guys who have been on the 
fringes and not made selection so far,” the World 
Cup-winning skipper said on the eve of their ODI 
series opener here. “When you score runs, and take 
wickets away from home. There’s always a huge 
incentive to try and push your case forward.”Morgan 
said it will be exciting to “play three games at the 
same ground against a very, very strong Indian 
side.”“It is a huge opportunity for everybody to get 
!"#$%&'()%(*+%,-".+%),%.&'/%()%/+"0%1&(*%2&,(34)5+-%
cricket. But also it will be an opportunity for the 
guys who haven’t had opportunities to really push 
their case forward,” he said.The England skipper 
feels 50-over cricket is very close to the T20I format 
in throwing familiar scenarios so the series would 
offer huge possibilities.“There are pockets of the 
game that replicate T20 cricket, and given that 
there’s very limited change between both squads. 
Given the two squads are very similar, we see set 

skill sets as very valuable,” he said.“I think they’re 
(-3&'6%()%+'5&7"6+%1*+-+%2&,(3%)5+-7%#-&#$+(%1&00%!+%
&'%(*-++%3+"-78%(&.+9%:(%&7%6)&'6%()%!+%;<&(+%/&,2&#<0(9%
The challenge for us is always trying to explore 
and push the limits as much as we can, given the 
conditions.”England suffered a 1-3 loss in the four-
=+7(% 7+-&+7% "6"&'7(% :'/&"% !+,)-+% 0)7&'6% (*+% 2&5+4
match T20 series 2-3 on Saturday.I think conditions 
that are a little bit alien to us naturally, like India, 
it’s always nice to get out of your comfort zone and 
learn more about your team and your play and to 
try and make mistakes and learn,” Morgan said.
The England skipper said the Tests and T20Is have 
been a learning experience for the team and it will 
hold them in good stead ahead of the T20 World 
Cup in October.“Even though we didn’t pick up the 
(T20I series) trophy we learnt a huge amount. It’s 
been an extremely productive tour so far. I think 
the bigger picture will be World Cup,” he said.“You 
don’t always have to be win every series in order to 
win the World Cup. Continuously you need to get 
better, you need to be tested. Need to fail to learn 
that involves losing which is part of your journey,” 
Morgan said.India had lost to England by 31 runs 
in a high-scoring game during the 2019 World Cup 
when the two teams last faced each other.The Virat 
Kohli-led side also lost their last bilateral series in 
mid-2018 during their tour of England.The hosts 
also lost their previous ODI series, to Australia, in 
December last year.

Juventus’ title hopes in tatters after suffering shock home loss to Benevento
Mumbai, Agency. 

   New Delhi, Agency.    

Benevento dented Juventus’s Serie A title 
hopes on Sunday when Adolfo Gaich’s 
second-half strike sealed a shock 1-0 
victory in Turin and ended the relegation 
battlers’ 11-match winless run.The 
Argentine pounced on a careless pass 
,-).% ><5+% .&/2&+0/+-% ?-(*<-% @+0)% ()% 2&-+%
in the decisive goal after 69 minutes, and 
(*+% ())(*0+77% *)7(7% ,"&0+/% ()% 2&'/% "% 1"3%
past goalkeeper Lorenzo Montipo. The 
defeat left champions Juve in third place, 
10 points behind leaders Inter Milan with 
11 games remaining.Benevento’s survival 
hopes were boosted as they moved seven 
points clear of the relegation zone in 16th 
position. “This was a game that marks a 
turning point; we had the right attitude,” 
said Benevento captain Nicolas Viola.“We 
are overjoyed. We are a humble team and 
1*+'%1+%2&'/%#)<-"6+%1+%"-+%*"-/%()%!+"(A%
we make the opposition play badly.”Andrea 
Pirlo’s Juve were unbeaten in their previous 
2&5+% 0+"6<+%6".+7%!<(%*+%#)<0/%')(%B-+5"&0%
over his former AC Milan team mate Filippo 
Inzaghi in the opposing dugout, despite 
the hosts mustering nine shots on target to 
Benevento’s one.Juve started on the front 
,))(% "7% C-&7(&"')% D)'"0/)% 20"7*+/% "% 7*)(%
wide and Montipo denied Alvaro Morata 

with a diving save.The referee awarded 
Juve a penalty for handball but overturned 
the decision following a VAR review, and 
Ronaldo found the net only to be denied 
!3% (*+% ),,7&/+% 20"69=*+% E)-(<6<+7+% 7(-&$+-A%

who scored a hat-trick against Cagliari in 
his last game, was hungry for a goal and 
stung Montipo’s palms before volleying 
an effort narrowly wide on the turn. But a 
catastrophic mistake from Arthur gifted the 

patient visitors the lead, as 
the Brazilian’s slack pass 
across his own penalty 
box was intercepted by 
F"&#*A% 1*)% 2&'&7*+/% &'()%
the bottom corner.Ronaldo 
was Juve’s biggest threat 
as they pushed for a late 
equaliser, but he could 
not beat Montipo. The 
goalkeeper stuck out a 
leg to deny one effort 
before parrying another 
which fell into the path of 
Danilo but the defender 
blasted the rebound over.
Elsewhere, Atalanta drew 
level with Juve on 55 
points and strengthened 
their grip on fourth place 
with a 2-0 win at Hellas 
Verona thanks to a Ruslan 
Malinovskyi penalty and a 
Duvan Zapata strike in the 
2&-7(% *"0,9?/".% @"-<7&#87%
curling strike earned Lazio 
a 1-0 win at Udinese to 

put the seventh-placed Romans one point 
behind AS Roma and Napoli, while Antonio 
Candreva struck the winner as midtable 
Sampdoria defeated 17th-placed Torino 1-0 
in Genoa.

Berlin, Agency. 

While its neighbor is chasing a quadruple, Manchester 
United now has only one route to ending a four-year 
trophy drought.Losing 3-1 at Leicester in the FA Cup 
quarterfinals on Sunday realistically leaves Ole Gunnar 
Solskjaer with only the Europa League to produce his 
first trophy as United manager. United faces Granada 
in the quarterfinals of the Europa League.“We didn’t 
have the spark tonight and it’s understandable,” 
Solskjaer said. “#ey’ve been unbelievable, the last 
three or four months, playing every three or four days, 
and it’s just caught up with us — all the games, all the 
traveling. #ursday night in Milan took a lot out of us, 
today we didn’t have that extra zip. We just didn’t have 
enough against a good team.” But with United second in 
the Premier League, albeit 14 points behind Manchester 
City, securing Champions League qualification could 
be the most significant achievement.It will be lucrative, 
too, and for Leicester, which is only a point behind 
United in third.But while Brendan Rodgers knows the 
value of steering Leicester back into the Champions 
League for the first time since Claudio Ranieri’s side 
won the Premier League in 2016, the status of a trip 
to a first FA Cup semifinal since 1982 is also notable.
Kelechi Iheanacho’s double and Youri Tielemans’ 
strike eliminated United, which had leveled through 

Mason Greenwood. Leicester has the easier route to 
the final a$er being drawn to play Southampton. #e 
other semifinal will pit Man City against Chelsea, 
which beat Sheffield United 2-0 in Sunday’s other 
quarterfinal.“#ere are lots of teams ahead of us in 
terms of budget or whatever else, maybe history,” 
Leicester manager Brendan Rodgers said. “But the 
ambition is there to win titles and be competitive.”#e 
FA Cup semifinals next month take place a week before 
the League Cup final between City and Tottenham. #at 
is Jose Mourinho’s only way of delivering Tottenham’s 
first trophy since 2008 a$er the north London club’s 
elimination from the Europa League on #ursday.

But Tottenham helped its chances of qualifying for 
the Champions League by beating Aston Villa 2-0 in 
the Premier League on Sunday to move within three 
points of fourth-place Chelsea.Tottenham received 
some assistance from neighbor Arsenal recovering from 
3-0 down to draw 3-3 with West Ham, which missed 
a chance to move level on points with Chelsea a$er 
conceding Alexandre Lacazette’s equalizer. #omas 
Tuchel is now 14 matches unbeaten since replacing 
Frank Lampard as Chelsea manager. Not only has he 
steered Chelsea into the quarterfinals of the Champions 
League by seeing off Atletico Madrid but he is now one 
match from an FA Cup final.Oliver Norwood’s own-
goal and Hakim Ziyech’s last-gasp strike sealed Chelsea’s 
quarterfinal win at Stamford Bridge.“On the 14th match 
in a row, I could feel us a$er the Atletico game a bit tired, 
there was a big relief in the team, and that is absolutely 
normal,” Tuchel said. “#e first half was OK, the second 
half when there was the chance for Christian Pulisic 
that we didn’t take, we lost control, concentration and 
momentum“And there were many, many minutes to 
suffer. We allowed two big chances and we were lucky 
to escape with a clean sheet.” Mikel Arteta saw the worst 
and best of his Arsenal team at West Ham.Goals from 
Jesse Lingard, Jarrod Bowen and Tomas Soucek inside 
32 minutes had West Ham cruising to victory.But own-
goals from Soucek and Craig Dawson hauled Arsenal, 

at times shambolic in the first half, back into the match 
and Lacazette’s late header earned the visitors a point. e 
conceded a quality goal, but then we didn’t win enough 
challenges, we didn’t show urgency, and we conceded 
another two goals that were unacceptable,” Arteta said. 
“#at keeps me awake. It has happened too many times 
too o$en. At this level you cannot do that because 
your opponents are too good.“But in the second half 
we played some of the best I have seen us play. We got 
better and better, and looking at some of the chances 
we should have scored six or seven.” Tottenham moved 
above struggling champion Liverpool into sixth place 
with the victory at Villa Park.#e opener in the 29th 
minute came a$er Lucas Moura and Harry Kane played 
a one-two, resulting in Carlos Vinicius being teed up for 
a tap-in for his first league goal since joining on loan for 
the season from Benfica in October.Tottenham doubled 
its lead midway through the second half when Kane 
clinically scored from the penalty spot, having been 
fouled by Matty Cash.“#e last couple of games have not 
been good enough in all areas,” Kane said. “We knew we 
had to bounce back, especially before the international 
break, we didn’t want to go away with three losses or 
two losses and a draw, but the boys put in a great shi$ 
and we deserved it.“Our attitude, in the last couple of 
games that had dropped below our standards, but we are 
working hard together, all in the same direction.

FA Cup: Leicester City oust Man United to 
!"#$%&'()*(+%#$%*(,#-.$+)

   New Delhi, Agency.    

The Fiend reemerged in ghastly fashion, helping Alexa 
Bliss pin The Viper after a stunning series of events.
Orton was snakebit before the bout even began, as 
the mysterious greenish-black liquid we’ve seen 
previously spilled from his mouth, sending Orton into 
"% 2&(9% ?% 6*)7(0340))$&'6% ?0+G"% H0&77% +'(+-+/% (*+%IIJ%
ThunderDome and set the tone for a supernatural-
0"/+'% 7*)1/)1'A% "7% 7*+% "BB+"-+/% ()% 7+(% ),,% 20".+7%
right in front of Orton immediately after the opening 
bell.Enraged, Orton charged Bliss looking for a tackle 
!<(% &'7(+"/% #)00&/+/%1&(*% (*+% -&'6%B)7(% 7*)<0/+-42&-7(9%
Orton continued to pursue her after recovering, only 
to be narrowly missed by a lighting rig Bliss seemed 
to cause to fall from the WWE ThunderDome. Bliss 
lured a now-cautious Orton back inside the ring before 
!0)1&'6%"%2&-+!"00%"(%=*+%?B+G%E-+/"()-9%?'/%K<7(%1*+'%
she appeared to be out of tricks, a hand came through 
the mat, grabbing Orton. The Viper could only watch in 
sheer disbelief as The Fiend emerged from underneath 
the ring, heavily burned thanks to Orton’s dastardly 
deeds a few months ago. With Orton shellshocked, The 
Fiend dropped him with Sister Abigail, clearing the way 
for Bliss to pin him. Elsewhere, Drew McIntyre cleared 
his path to Wrestlemania when he defeated Sheamus 

in a gruelling ‘No Holds Barred Match’.Also at Fastlane, 
Roman Reigns defended his Universal Title against 
Daniel Bryan and emerged victorious after outside 
interference and Edge using the steel chair on both the 
athletes. As of now, it seems like Bryan will go to the 
WrestleMania match with Edge and Reigns, and there’s 
nothing bad about that at all. Seth Rollins def. Shinsuke 
NakamuraBraun Strowman def. EliasIntercontinental 
Champion Big E def. Apollo CrewsWWE Women’s 
Tag Team Champions Nia Jax & Shayna Baszler def. 
SmackDown Women’s Champion Sasha Banks & Bianca 
BelairUnited States Champion Riddle def. 

Melbourne, Agency. 

There’s no cloud of uncertainty over Rohit Sharma’s 
future opening partner in T20Is. After auditioning, 
trialling and sifting through a posse of frighteningly-
talented and explosive opening batsmen over the 
last few months, skipper Virat Kohli decided it’s 
time to step up and designated himself as Sharma’s 
best ally in shredding the new ball and furnishing 
the Powerplay impetus to the teamThe contenders 
to pair up with Sharma didn’t fare too badly. The 
four failures against England aside, KL Rahul has 
been consistent in this format (average of 39.92 at a 
strike rate of 142). Ishan Kishan, in his only outing 
as an opener in this format, struck a bristling half-
century himself. The battle-hardened Shikhar 
Dhawan got just one game in this series, and the 
other candidates in the queue – Mayank Agarwal, 
Prithvi Shaw and Shubman Gill – no less talented 
themselves, have not yet been tried in this format.
But it was not their struggles that prompted Kohli 
to open and assert that he would continue to do 
so, but rather the emphatic emergence of India’s 
middle order. Suryakumar Yadav has strolled onto 

the international stage as if he had been there for 
"6+79%L*-+3"7%:3+-%#)'(&'<+7%()%!0)77).%&'()%"%2&'+%
middle-overs destroyer, Rishabh Pant and Hardik 
E"'/3"%0&(%<B%1&(*%(*+&-%2&-+1)-$7%"(%(*+%/+"(*9%?//%
Ravindra Jadeja into the mix, and the batting line-
up exudes destructibility in the T20 sense of the 
word. In the bulging strength of the middle order, 
Kohli saw a glittering opportunity. Sort of killing 
two birds (potentially more) with one stone. His 
self-promotion could furnish the team with better 
balance while opening presents him with a larger 
#"'5"7% ()% &'20<+'#+% "% ."(#*9% M+B+'/&'6% )'% (*+%
opponent and conditions, he could squeeze an 
extra batsman or bowler without compromising 
unduly the team’s balance or cohesion.Besides, 
it presents opposition new-ball bowlers with the 
daunting prospect of bowling at two generational 
talents at the same time. The chaos they could 
collectively unleash is mind-numbing. Their mere 
presence could shatter bowlers psychologically. 
“If we have a partnership and we both are set, then 
you know that one of us is going to cause some 
serious damage. That’s exactly what we want. And 

(*+% )(*+-% 6<37% ,++0% .<#*% .)-+% #)'2&/+'(% 1*+'%
one of us is still in and set, they know that they can 
play more freely,” Kohli said. It’s the reason several 
franchises and teams push their most destructive 
players up the order, even if they might not be 
openers by trade. In any case, in T20s, more than 
any other format, specialisation of batting spots is 
grossly exaggerated. Every batsman worth his salt 
wants to do this in that format — even Ben Stokes 
opens for Rajasthan Royals.There’s no reason 
why Kohli should not blossom in his new role. It’s 
not new after all. He has donned it several times 
in the past for Royal Challengers Bangalore and 
had tucked in runs with relish. In the eight games 
in which he has opened in international cricket, 
Kohli’s strike rate shoots up from 138 to 149, even 
if the average slips from a devastating 52.65 to 
a healthy 39.71. He could slip into several roles 
too — could be the anchor (in T20 context) like 
he was against England, or swap the aggressor’s 
role with Sharma. There’s little not impossible 
for batsman Kohli. The Indian captain’s decision, 
thus, was more pragmatic than an inspired one.

India’s new order in T20Is: Rohit, Virat, 

Surya, Shreyas, Hardik, Pant

WWE Fastlane Results: The Fiend returns, 
Roman Reigns remains head of the table

ISSF World Cup: Manu Bhaker, 
Saurabh Chaudhary clinch gold

The Bangladesh Cricket Board on Monday 
said it could reconsider the No-Objection 
C+-(&2&#"(+%NOPCQ%,)-%L*"$&!%?0%R"7"'A%"%/"3%
after the star all-rounder accused the body 
of “misrepresenting” him over his decision to 
prefer the IPL over national team duty.Shakib 
had on Sunday claimed that the BCB has 
“misrepresented” his decision to play in the 
IPL at the expense of serving the national team 
in a Test series against Sri Lanka.BCB cricket 
operations chairman Akram Khan, who spoke 
shortly after a meeting at the board president 
Nazmul Hassan’s residence here, said that 
discussions about Shakib’s NOC will be held in 
the next couple of days. “I heard that he said 
that I didn’t read his letter,” Khan said.“Perhaps 
I misunderstood his letter. He wants to play 
Tests, from what he has said. In the next couple 
of days we will discuss about his NOC. If he 
has interest, he will play Tests in Sri Lanka. 
We will decide about the rest after hearing the 
whole interview,” he was quoted as saying by 
ESPNcricinfo.com.Khan said that in Shakib’s 
letter the cricketer had clearly mentioned that 
he has opted out of the Sri Lanka series to play 
in the IPL.“Shakib wrote in the letter that he 
wants to play the IPL instead of the Test series 
in Sri Lanka,” he said.

BCB to reconsider Shakib’s NOC for IPL 
+/(0%1,#*0(20(*($3+4"$5%+667*+4"$

The sensational duo of Saurabh Chaudhary 
and Manu Bhaker notched up the 10m 
mixed air pistol gold in the ISSF World Cup 
in New  Delhi on Monday. The Indians beat 
Golnoush Sebhatollahi and Javed Foroughi 
of Iran 16-12, making a brilliant rally after 
trailing 0-4 at the end of the second series. 
=*&7%&7%:'/&"87%2&,(*%6)0/%"(%(*+%)'6)&'6%
event.The Iranians began well but once the 
Indians overcame their starting troubles, 
they were unstoppable and lived up to the 
huge expectations by claiming the top prize. 
Also for India, Yashaswini Singh Deswal and 
Abhishek Verma bagged the bronze medal 
after getting the better of Turkey’s Sevval 
Ilayda Tarhan and Ismail Keles 17-13 at the 
Dr Karni Singh Shooting Range. Earlier this 
morning, Elavenil Valarivan and Divyansh 
Singh Panwar had combined to claim the 
ST.%"&-%-&20+%.&G+/%(+".%6)0/9
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This pharma stock has zoomed 

over 10,000% in 96 trading days
Mumbai , Agency. 

Shares of Orchid Pharma 
were locked in the upper 
circuit for the 96th straight 
trading day, up 5 per cent at 
Rs 1,839.65 on the BSE in 
Friday's session. The stock 
has zoomed 102 times 
or 10,120 per cent from 
the level of Rs 18 since its 
relisting on November 3, 
2020. Currently, Orchid 
Pharma is trading under 
the T group on the BSE. 
In the T2T segment, 
each trade has to result 
in delivery and no intra-
day netting of positions 
is allowed. The company 
has a total of 40.81 million 
outstanding shares, of 
which 98.04 per cent 
or 40.01 million shares 
are with the promoter 
Dhanuka Laboratories, 
according to the December 
2020 shareholding 
pattern data. Dhanuka 
Laboratories took over the 
pharma company under 

the National Company 
Law Tribunal (NCLT) 
resolution process.The 
public shareholders held a 
mere 1.93 per cent holding 
!"# $%&# '!()*# +,# -%!.%# /0/1#
per cent stake was with 
$%&# '!"2".!23# !"4$!$5$!+"4#
and banks while individual 
shareholders held 0.51 per 
cent stake in the company, 
the data shows. Orchid 

Pharma is one of the 
leading pharmaceutical 
companies in India, 
headquartered in Chennai 
and involved in the 
development, manufacture 
and marketing of diverse 
bulk actives, formulations 
and nutraceuticals with 
exports spanning over 40 
.+5"$(!&40#6+(#$%&#'!(4$#"!"&#
months (April-December) 

+,#$%&#'!"2".!23#7&2(#8989:
21 (9MFY21), Orchid 
Pharma had reported a 
consolidated net loss of 
Rs 91.80 crore as against 
a loss of Rs 92.21 crore 
in 9MFY20. The company 
had posted a consolidated 
net loss of Rs 131.07 crore 
during the entire previous 
'!"2".!23# 7&2(# 89/1:89#
(FY20). The company’s 
new management, while 
commenting on the future 
+5$3++;# !"# !$4# '!"2".!23#
year 2019-20 (FY20) 
annual report, said that 
with the implementation 
of the resolution plan, the 
company is hopeful and 
.+"'!<&"$#+,#2..+)=3!4%!">#
improved sales and Ebitda 
(earnings before interest, 
taxes, depreciation, 
and amortization) 
during the course of 
time. During FY20, API 
(active pharmaceutical 
ingredient) manufacturing 
facility located at Alathur, 
Tamil Nadu and FDF 

?'!"!4%&<# <+42>&# ,+()@#
manufacturing facility 
located at Irrungattukottai, 
Tamil Nadu underwent 
inspection by the United 
States Food and Drug 
Administration (USFDA) 
regulatory agency. 
The inspection was 
successfully completed 
and later USFDA has issued 
Establishment Inspection 
Report (EIR) for both the 
facilities, the company said. 
In the generic formulations 
domain, Orchid's 
cumulative abbreviated 
new drug application 
(ANDA) approvals for the 
US market stood at 40. In 
the European Union (EU) 
region, the cumulative 
count of the Marketing 
Authorisation (MA) active 
approvals stood at 2 in the 
NPNC segment. In the API 
(Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients) domain, 
Orchid's cumulative 
lings of US DMF stand at  
76, it added.

Sensex ends 87 pts lower; 
!"#$#%"$&'()*%+(',-$.

Hyderabad, Agency. 

Hyderabad-based ONLY 
MEAT, a game changer in 
the meat market, is planning 
to expand its footprint by 
setting up 38 new meat 
stores in Hyderabad, 
Bengaluru, Visakhapatnam 
and Vijayawada by the 
end of 2021. It is currently 
having two stores in 
Hyderabad alone and it 
follows two store formats - 
a comparatively small and 
a large one with total space 
ranging from 700 Sq Ft to 
1200 Sq Ft. Typical store 
investment would range 
between 25–35 lakh, the 
company said in a release 
here on Monday. ONLY 
MEAT founded by Chaitanya 
Boyapati, Suman Gadde and 
A"2"<# B22(2*# !4# $%&# '!(4$#
modern meat retail chain 
in Hyderabad boasting of 

different kinds of premium 
quality meats all under 
one roof. Currently, It has 
two supermarket-style, 
franchisee meat shops at 
Puppalguda and Manikonda 
in Hyderabad and coming up 
with four new franchisees 
--- in Nallagandla, Kondapur, 
Chandanagar and Kavuri 
Hills in the city. ONLY 
MEAT also provides hyper 
local delivery services for a 
hassle-free experience and 
the orders will be placed 
in store, website or via 
mobile application available 
for both Android and iOS, 
said Chaitanya Boyapati, 
co-founder, ONLY MEAT.\ 
Providing the consumer 
with best quality is the end 
goal, he said ONLY MEAT 
breeds their chickens at 
top notch environmentally 
controlled poultry farms 
which follow all the relevant 

ISO norms.We would ensure 
that only the best quality, 
nutritious grains are fed 
helping the chickens grow 
naturally without the use 
of any steroids, antibiotics 
or chemicals, he said. ONLY 
MEAT serves an array of 
fresh cuts --Fresh, succulent 
and hygienic chicken, 
)5$$+"*# '!4%*# 4&2,++<# ?(2-#
+(# (&2<7# $+# &2$@*# <(7# '!4%#
and eggs are sold every day.
Adding to their amazing 
portfolio, over a 100 meat 
options, including 23 
<!,,&(&"$# ;!"<4# +,# '!4%# $+#
choose from they also sell 
over 120 different delicious 
sauces. Ready to eat meat 
delicacies like the hearty 
Paya, Shorbas, Soups will 
also be available at the stores 
besides serving delicious 
Plant Based Meat products 
for all those vegetarians out 
there, Mr Boyapati said.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Lucknow, Bhopal and 
Mysuru are among India’s 
Tier II cities recording a 
faster rise in daily Covid-19 
compared to metropolises 
like Delhi and Mumbai, 
nationwide data shows. 
Metropolises' share in 
India’s infections has been 
growing—Mumbai, with 
3,779 cases on Sunday, 
accounted for 8 per cent 
of the country’s total 
infections—but Tier II 
towns are looking at a much 
faster rise in daily cases. 
While day cases in Mumbai 
increased 3.7-time from 
1,014 a fortnight ago (March 
8) to 3,779 on March 21, the 
rise in cities like Lucknow 
and Bhopal has been much 
higher. Lucknow, which 
clocked 16 daily cases a 
fortnight ago, on March 
21 reported an 8.5-times 
increase in daily cases to 
136. Madhya Pradesh’s 
capital Bhopal, which a 
fortnight ago was recording 
50 daily infections, on 
Sunday registered 382 new 

cases—a 7.6-time rise.
Karnataka’s cities show the 
trend, too. In Bengaluru, 
which became the third 
city in the country to cross 
1,000-infections, cases 
have risen 3.6-times in 15 
days. Mysuru witnessed a 
10-time increase in daily 
infections: from seven on 
March 8 to 70 on March 21. 
In Udupi district, cases have 
increased 9.4 times to 170. 
Daily cases in Haryana have 
jumped 3.7 times in the last 

fortnight, with Karnal and 
Kurukshetra reporting a 
5.1- and 5.7-time increase in 
daily infections. In Ambala, 
daily infections have 
increased 5-times since 
March 8.
In Gujarat’s Surat, daily 
infections have increased 
from 100 to 510 in the last 
'!,$&&"# <2740# C!&(:DD# .!$!&4#
may not have a higher 
incidence of infections, but 
the sharp rise in daily cases 
can be a cause of concern.

Daily coronavirus cases rising faster 
in Tier II cities, compounding worry
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New Delhi, Agency. 

The Telangana government 
on Monday announced 
E9#=&(#.&"$# '!$)&"$# ,+(#233#
government employees 
and teachers and raised 
their retired age from 
58 to 61. Chief Minister 
K Chandrasekhar Rao, 
who made a statement 
in this regard in the state 
Assembly, said around 
9.17 lakh employees and 
pensioners, including 
contract and outsourcing 
employees, would be given 
a salary hike from April 1, 
2021. Also, he announced 
extension of the retirement 
age of government 
employees and teachers 
from the existing 58 to 61. 
"I am happy to announce 

the good news to all state 
government employees 
and teachers that they will 
>&$#E9#=&(#.&"$#'!$)&"$#2"<#
to this effect the orders 
will be implemented from 
April 1, 2021," Rao, who 
is also referred to as KCR, 
said . 
He said the coronavirus 
pandemic had shattered 
the state's economy and 
due to an unexpected 
'!4.23#<&'!.!$*# $%&#//$%#=27#
revision was delayed. "In 
the present scenario of a 
recuperating economy, we 
are revising the 11th pay 
scale in a better manner 
that will cover all the 
employees, teachers," he 
said. This time, too, the 
government revised the 
pay scales of employees, 

teachers and pensioners 
and decided to increase 
the salaries of contract 
employees, outsourcing 
employees, Home Guards, 
anganwadis, Asha 

Workers, Vidya Volunteers, 
Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan 
employees, daily wage 
and other employees, 
Rao said.Totally, there are 
9,17,797 employees in the 

government machinery, he 
said. After the TRS came 
to power in 2014, Rao had 
announced the highest 
'!$)&"$#+,#FE#=&(#.&"$0
"As per the assurance 
given in our last 
election manifesto, the 
government is happy to 
announce enhancement 
of retirement age limit to 
61years," he said. "With 
an aim to utilise the 
services of experienced 
employees I announce 
the enhancement of 
retirement age limit and 
this decision will comeinto 
effect immediately," Rao 
said. He further said 
after deliberations with 
employees, teachers 
unions, the government 
has taken up the process of 

promotions as requested 
by its staff. Till now, 80 
per cent of the promotion 
process of employees 
has been completed. 
The government would 
immediately start the 
promotion process 
of remaining eligible 
employees along with 
eligible teachers. After 
this process is completed, 
100 per cent of eligible 
employees would get 
promotions and the 
government would soon 
start the process of 
'!33!"># G2.2".!&4# .(&2$&<#
by promotions, he said. 
The government also 
decided to reduce the 
age limit from 75 years 
to 70 years for 15 per 
cent additional quantum 

of pension to the retired 
government employees 
and teachers. For the 
spouse of employees and 
teachers who are working 
in different districts, 
the government would 
immediately start the 
process of inter-district 
transfers to accommodate 
them to work in one 
district, Rao said. The 
government adopted a 
broader vision in solving 
the employees and teachers 
issues, and expects that 
the employees would 
also respond accordingly 
and further dedicate 
themselves in discharging 
their duties and work 
with full commitment in 
public service without 
any lapses, he said. The 

Telangana Chief Minister 
further said that along 
-!$%# '!"2".!23# (&.&44!+"#
across the country, the 
coronavirus pandemic 
severely shattered the 
state's economy. Due to 
the lockdown imposed by 
the Central government, 
public life in the state 
came to a standstill and 
'!"2".!23# 2.$!G!$!&4# -&(&#
also paralysed, he said. 
Income levels declined 
and the state experienced 
2# 4&G&(&# '!"2".!23# <&'!.!$*#
he said. Though in a 
4&G&(&# '!"2".!23# .(!4!4*# $%&#
government decided to give 
the 12 month arrears to 
the employees.It is ensured 
to get these arrears along 
-!$%# (&$!(&)&"$# H&"&'!$4*#
Rao added.

Mumbai, Agency. 

Equity benchmark Sensex 
declined 87 points on 
Monday, tracking losses in 
index majors HDFC Bank, 
ICICI Bank and Reliance 
Industries amid a weak 
trend in global markets. 
The 30-share BSE index 
ended 86.95 points or 
0.17 per cent lower at 
49,771.29. The broader 
NSE Nifty dipped 7.60 
points or 0.05 per cent to 
14,736.40. 
IndusInd Bank was the 
top loser in the Sensex 
pack, shedding around 
4 per cent, followed by 
PowerGrid, ICICI Bank, 
HDFC Bank, Axis Bank and 
Bajaj Finance. On the other 
hand, Tech Mahindra, TCS, 
Sun Pharma, Infosys and 
HCL Tech were among the 
gainers."Domestic equities 
traded lower as mounting 
concerns pertaining to 
rise in COVID-19 cases 
in various parts of the 
country and resultant 
restrictions continued 

to weigh on investors 
sentiments," said Binod 
Modi, Head - Strategy 
at Reliance Securities. 
Further, weak global cues 
and higher US bond yields 
kept markets nervous.
However, strong buying 
was seen in IT, FMCG 
and pharma space, while 
'!"2".!234#2"<#25$+)+H!3&4#
witnessed selling pressure. 
"Notably, investors lapped-
up quality midcap and 
small cap stocks after 

recent corrections in 
these spaces," he added. 
Elsewhere in Asia, bourses 
in Hong Kong, Seoul and 
Tokyo were in the red, 
while Shanghai ended 
on a positive note.Stock 
exchanges in Europe were 
also trading on a weak 
note in mid-session deals. 
Meanwhile, the global oil 
benchmark Brent crude 
was trading 0.20 per 
cent lower at USD 64.40  
per barrel.

HC stays order restraining Future 
Retail to go ahead with Reliance deal

New Delhi, Agency. 

The Delhi High Court on 
Monday stayed a single 
judge's order restraining 
Future Retail Ltd from 
going ahead with its Rs 
24,713 crore deal with 
Reliance Retail to sell 
its business, which was 
objected to by US-based 
e-commerce giant Amazon. 
A division bench of Chief 
Justice D N Patel and Justice 
Jasmeet Singh also issued 
notice to Amazon on Future 
Group's appeal challenging 
the single judge's March 
18 judgment on the deal. 

The bench listed the matter 
for further hearing on 
April 30. It also stayed the 
single judge order asking 
for attachment of assets 
of Future Group's Kishore 
Biyani and others and 
directing them to appear in 
the court on April 28.
The single judge's order 
had come on Amazon's plea 
seeking direction to order 
enforcement of the award 
by Singapore's Emergency 
Arbitrator's on October 25, 
2020, restraining Future 
Retail from going ahead 
with its Rs 24,713 crore 
deal with Reliance Retail.

MobiKwik targets IPO by September, 
seeks to raise $200-$250 mn: Report

New Delhi, Agency. 

One MobiKwik System Pvt, 
the Indian digital wallet 
and payments startup, is 
targeting an initial public 
offering before September 
that could raise between 
$200 million and $250 
million, according to people 
familiar with the matter.
MobiKwik is planning to 
'!3&#!$4#<(2,$#DIJ#=(+4=&.$54#
by May for an offering in 
Mumbai that could value 
the company at more than 
$1 billion, the people said, 
24;!"># "+$# $+# H&# !<&"$!'!&<#
as the information is 
private. The Gurgaon-based 
company intends to hold 
a pre-IPO funding round 
that could give the startup 
a valuation of about $700 
million, the people said.
Deliberations are ongoing 

and details such as the size 
and timing of the fundraising 
could change, the people 
said. A representative for 
MobiKwik declined to 
comment.
MobiKwik records more 
than a million transactions 
per day, across offerings 

including digital wallets 
and services such as mobile 
phone top-ups and utility 
bill payments, according 
to its website. Its network 
includes over 3 million 
merchants and serves in 
excess of 107 million users. 
Founded in 2009, the 

company counts Sequoia 
Capital and Bajaj Finance 
Ltd. among its backers.
The value of transactions 
in India’s digital payments 
market could reach 163 
trillion rupees ($2.3 trillion) 
in 2022-2023, according to 
a PwC report. The sector 
is fast becoming a proxy 
battleground for foreign 
tech giants, with Facebook 
Inc.’s WhatsApp winning 
permission in November to 
operate locally, competing 
against Google Pay, Walmart 
Inc.’s PhonePe and Paytm 
which is backed by both 
Ant Group Co. and SoftBank 
Group Corp.’s Vision Fund. 
In July, MobiKwik co-
founder Bipin Preet Singh 
called on Indian regulators 
to nurture local companies 
and guard against foreign 
competitors.

ONLY MEAT to set up 38 new 
meat stores by 2021 end

Audi launches new Audi S5 
Sportback in India

Mumbai, Agency. 

Luxuruy Car major, Audi 
on Monday announced the 
launch of the new Audi 
S5 Sportback in India. 
Powering the latest Audi S5 
Sportback is a 3.0-litre, twin-
turbo TFSI petrol engine 
delivering 354 hp and 
500 Nm of torque, mated 
to an 8-speed Tiptronic 
gearbox that sends power 
to all four wheels.The four-
door sports coupe is being 
brought to India via the 
CBU route and is priced 
from Rs 79.06 lakhs (ex-
showroom). Commenting 
on the announcement, Mr 
Balbir Singh Dhillon, Head 
of Audi India, said, 'The 
Audi S5 Sportback is the 
second product launch this 
year and we are excited to 
launch this beauty in India. 
The Audi S5 Sportback 
stands out for its distinctive 
styling and engaging driving 
experience on one hand, and 
&G&(7<27#542H!3!$7#2"<#'!G&:
seat comfort on the other. 
Glamorous, powerful and 

practical, it is an enticing 
proposition for buyers who 
want it all. The introduction 
of the Audi S5 Sportback 
will further strengthen our 
performance cars portfolio 
in the country.'
The Audi S5 Sportback 
receives revised styling 
elements that add in even 
more visual drama. The 
Singleframe grille is now 
'32$$&(# -!$%# 43!$4# 2H+G&#
forming a link to the iconic 
Audi Sport quattro from 
1984. S model bumpers 
with larger air intakes and 
a slick blade that forms 
the lower edge of the front 
bumper also lend the Audi 
S5 Sportback a bolder 
look. The 48.26 cm, 5 
double arm S Design alloy 
wheels along with optional 
red brake calipers add to 
the sportiness of the S5 
Sportback while the redone 
diffuser only helps embellish 
the perfect proportions and 
'3+-!"># ,+5(:<++(# .+5=&#
shape. Inside, the Audi S5 
Sportback offers a brilliant 
blend of comfort and 

4=+($!"&440# A# '32$:H+$$+)&<#
steering wheel, sport 
front seats and Alcantara 
leather upholstery set the 
tone for the cabin. Audi 
Virtual Cockpit Plus, an 
updated MMI system and a 
panoramic glass sunroof are 
amongst other highlights 
inside. Head-up display and 
a 19 speaker, 755W Bang 
& Olufsen Premium Sound 
system with 3D sound are 
among optional upgrades 
available to buyers. At 
the heart of the Audi S5 
Sportback is a 3.0-litre 
TFSI engine with direct and 
indirect fuel injection, turbo-
charging, and Audi valvelift, 
putting out 354 hp and 500 
Nm of torque. All this power 
is sent to all four wheels 
via quattro permanent all-
wheel drive, with a self-
locking differential, and 
propels the car to 100 km/h 
in a quick 4.8 seconds. Mr 
Dhillon further added, “With 
the introduction of new 
products we are focused 
on customer delight across 
segments.

Paytm Payment 

Gateway achieves 

750 Mn monthly 

transactions

K5)H2!# L# M!>!$23# '!"2".!23#
services platform Paytm on 
Monday said that it’s ‘All-
in-One Payment Gateway’ 
is the largest processor of 
business payments and 
now registers over 750Mn 
monthly transactions, 
driven by the increasing 
adoption of online 
payments for sectors 
such as BFSI, retail & D2C 
e-commerce, utilities, 
edTech, food delivery, digital 
entertainment, gaming and 
online shift of businesses 
during and post Covid 
times. The Paytm Payment 
Gateway’s transaction 
volume has long surpassed 
pre-covid levels. What 
has further accelerated 
this adoption is the most 
number of payment sources 
Paytm PG offers than any 
other player in the market. 
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Mumbai, Agency. 

Colors is all set to go the 
Saath Nibhana Saathiya 
way as it announced the 
reboot of its popular show 
Sasural Simar Ka. While 
the season 2 will have a 
fresh storyline with a new 
cast, Dipika Kakar, who 
played the titular role in 
the original, will be back 
to kickstart it. On Sunday, 
the first promo of Sasural 

Simar Ka 2 was released, 
leaving fans excited. In the 
35-second promo, we see 
Simar entering the frame 
greeting fans with her 
trademark ‘Jai Mata Di’. She 
then goes on to say that 
she has spent years with 
her audience and made 
many memories. The love 
that she received made her 
comeback, and this time 
she will get someone new 
along to make them part of 

the family. While sharing 
the video, the social media 
page of Colors wrote, 
“Aapki chaheti #Simar laut 
aayi hai aap sab se milne. 
Kya aap taiyyar hai usse 
milne ke liye? Dekhiye usse 
jald hi, #SasuralSimarKa2 
mein, sirf #Colors par 
(Your beloved Simar has 

returned. Are you ready 
to meet her? See her on 
Sasural Simar Ka 2 soon).” 
Posting the same video on 
her profile, Dipika Kakar 
also shared her excitement. 
Tagging the producer 
and channel head, she 
captioned the post, “Simar 
is a part of me that has 

always been alive in me 
for all these years & here 
today she is ready once 
again to make her way 
to your hearts….Are you 
ready…… Lets create magic 
again.” Sasural Simar 2 will 
launch next month with 
Avinash Mukherjee, Karan 
Sharma, Tanya Sharma 
and Radhika Muthukumar 
reportedly playing the new 
leads. Apart from Dipika, 
Jayatai Bhatia, who played 
Mataji, will also be back 
to reprise her role. Both 
of these characters will 
be around only for a few 
weeks. The new storyline 
will be youth-centric with 
the essence of the original 
show. Interestingly, both 
Saath Nibhana Saathiya 
and Sasural Simar Ka 
are both produced by 
Rashmi Sharma. Last year 
in October, she launched 

Saathiya 2 using the 
same trick with Gopi 
and Kokila (Devoleena 
Bhattacharjee and Rupal 
Patel) introducing the 
new cast. While the new 
story was initially deemed 
regressive, the growing 
numbers on the TRP chart 
proves fans’ love towards 
the show. Sasural Simar 
Ka originally launched in 
2011 with Dipika Kakar, 
Shoaib Ibrahim, Avika Gor 
and Manish Raisinghan 
playing the lead roles. 
Shoaib quit the show after 
a couple of years, post 
which Dheeraj Dhoopar 
took charge as the new 
Prem. The show projected 
the journey of Simar and 
Roli and how they became 
perfect daughters-in-law 
of the Bharadwaj family. In 
a bid to spice up the drama, 
the makers would even 

introduce supernatural 
elements. One of the most 
highlighted and trolled 
track of the daily was when 
Simar turned into a makkhi 
(housefly).
Sasural Simar Ka had a 
successful run of  more 
than seven years, that saw 
multiple generation leaps 
in the storyline, along with 
some new faces joining 
in. In the last year of its 
run, Keerti Gaekwad and 
Mazher Sayed were roped 
in to play the senior Simar 
and Prem. The show made 
Dipika Kakar a household 
name and even the love 
of her life. After working 
together for two years, , 
Dipika and Shoaib fell i i in n n 
love and even tied the k k knnnononoot t t t 
in 2018. Her popularararitititityyy y aasasasas  
Simar also helped thththee e e aaacacactototototor r r 
win the trophyhyy   o o ooff f f BBBiBiBiBiggggggggg 
Boss 12.

New Delhi, Agency. 

PProduction houses Zee Studios and 
Emmay Entertainment have come 
together for actor Rani Mukerji's 
next feature film, "Mrs Chatterjee vs 
Norway". Billed as an untold story 
about a journey of a mother's battle 
against an entire country, the movie 
will be directed by Ashima Chibber, 
known for "Mere Dad Ki Maruti". 
Mukerji, who turned 43 on Sunday, 
said the announcement has made her 
birthday special.The actor said "Mrs 
Chatterjee vs Norway" is one of the 
most "significant films" of her career 
spanning 25 years. She made her 
debut with the 1996 drama "Raja Ki 
Aayegi Baraat".
"I started my career with 'Raja Ki 
Aayegi Baraat', which was a woman-
centric film, and coincidentally in 
my 25th year, I'm announcing a 
film that is also centered around a 
woman's resolve to fight against all 
odds and take on a country. "'Mrs 
Chatterjee vs Norway' is a story of 
true human resilience and it is a film 
that is dedicated to all the mothers 
out there. It is truly one of the most 
amazing scripts that I have read in a 
long time and I immediately decided 
to do this special film," Mukerji said 
in a statement. The actor was last 

seen on the big screen in the 2019 
action drama "Mardaani 2" and is 
gearing up for the release of "Bunty 
Aur Babli 2" next month. Mukerji 
said she is thrilled to collaborate 
with filmmaker Nikkhil Advani of 
Emmay Entertainment, who she has 
known since her breakthrough "Kuch 
Kuch Hota Hai" (1998) on which he 
served as an assistant director to 
then debutant director Karan Johar. 
"I am happy that Zee Studios has 
collaborated with them on this 
powerful script. To partner with 
Ashima Chibber, my director, is 
something I am looking forward 
to, whose vision for the film and 
intent with this project has truly 
bowled me over," she added.  
Inspired by a true story, the 
film will mark Mukerji's first 
collaboration with Monisha 
Advani, Madhu Bhojwani 
(Emmay Entertainment) 
and Zee Studios. Monisha 
Advani, partner, Emmay 
Entertainment is happy 
to back the "extremely 
potent drama" and 
said the film has a 
sensitive script
"To have the 
inimitable Rani 
Mukerji helm the cast 

line up is nothing short of a coup that 
has powered us to raise the bar," she 
said. Shariq Patel, CEO, Zee Studios 
said "Mrs Chatterjee vs Norway" fits 
into their vision of backing path-
breaking stories. "We are pleased to 

collaborate with 
Rani for the 

first time. 

Sasural Simar Ka 2 to begin soon,
!"#"$%&'%$%(&)*%()&"+&,"()*&#(-.-

Apart from Dipika Kakar, Sasural 

Simar 2 will also have Jayati Bhatia 

reprising the role of Mataji. The show 

will reportedly have Avinash Mukher-

jee, Karan Sharma, Tanya Sharma 

and Radhika Muthukumar playing 

the new leads.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Not gonna lie, I was worried 
about getting back to the 
theatres. Would the virus be 
lurking in the air vents? Would 
I suffocate behind my three-
ply mask? Would I contract 
COVID 19 one way or another, 
despite all the sanitizing and 
handwashing? As it turned out, 
last week’s filmi Friday brought 
with it not just one film, but 
two. Back to back. That meant 
six hours split between two 
theatres, in the same multiplex. 
Keeping my mask tightly on ALL 
THE TIME. 
Breathing the air exhaled 
by people sitting next to me, 
because the authorities in their 
wisdom have allowed theatres 
to function at 100 percent 
occupancy. The movie hall 
which had been my happy place 
all my working Fridays all these 
years, was now looking like a 
potential death-trap. I called 
my childhood friend, a doctor 
at a big hospital who’s been 
toiling tirelessly on the frontline 
through the pandemic year, to 
share my fears. She sounded 

surprisingly airy: keep your 
mask on, and once you’re done, 
‘patli gali se nikal lena’ (leave 
by the side door). I was jolted. 
It’s so unlike my old friend to 
use such ‘Bambaiyya’ slang, but 
perhaps she felt compelled to 
come up with an appropriate 
catch phrase to match the 
Bollywood experience.
I must confess I did expect her 
to be a bit more simpatico. 
Here I was about to risk my 
life, and there she was being 
so nonchalant about the whole 
thing. But her matter-of-
factness, a stock in trade for 
people who deal with death on 
a daily basis, proved to be oddly 
calming, almost therapeutic. 
I’m happy to report that the 
first crowded filmi Friday, after 
practically a whole year, (this 
day last year was the ‘Janta 
Curfew’, which was ‘the trailer’ 
of the lockdown that was to leave 
us in isolation of a magnitude 
we had never experienced) has 
come and gone, and I’m alive to 
tell the tale.
It’s a testament to the things 
that humans get used to, that 
I not only managed to keep 

the mask on, but dared to lift it 
from the side for an occasional 
sip on a soda brought from 
the concession. It helped that 
there were just a five or six 
other people in the first show: 
the afternoon show was a little 

more crowded, but there were 
seats enough to be able to 
maintain the mandatory six feet 
‘social distancing’. Oh how much 
I had missed this, to be able to 
step into a space specifically 
designed to lose ourselves, to 

be transported. Literally every 
Friday, every week, for more 
years than I count, my life had 
revolved around the movies I 
was about to see.
It was a homecoming.
So much has changed in the 

past year. The lockdown meant 
no more going to the movies. 
The movies came home instead. 
Riding on OTT platforms. We’ve 
always had access to films on 
our home screens, but they’d 
turn up only after they’d first 
bowed on the big screen. And 
here we were staring at the 
most amazing thing: A BRAND 
NEW MOVIE. AT HOME. ON OUR 
DEVICES. AT OUR FINGERTIPS. 
Imagine Amitabh Bachchan 
dropping by on a Friday, along 
with Ayushmann Khurrana, in 
Shoojit Sircar’s much-awaited 
‘Gulabo Sitabo’. To borrow a 
favourite phrase from a friend 
who’s never got New Yorkisms 
out of his system, this wasn’t 
chopped liver, no sir. This was 
an A list movie, studded with 
A list stars, coming home to us. 
As the pandemic months went 
along, we started getting used 
to this, and a whole anew films 
‘dropping’ on Netflix, Amazon, 
Disney+ Hotstar, ZEE5, Apple 
TV, AltBalaji, MX Player, Hoichoi, 
Neestream, and so many others, 
on a device five inches away 
from our noses. There was 
consternation amongst the 

big exhibition groups. What 
if people never returned to a 
PVR, or an INOX, or a Cinepolis, 
or the single screens, which 
had braved the onslaught of 
the shiny ‘plexes? Like so many 
of us, I’m fiercely old guard 
when it comes to the movies. 
These flicks-on-OTT which can 
pause and play and rewind are 
not, and will never be the real 
thing. Your imagination is never 
captured the way it is when you 
are watching a raised screen, 
luxuriating in absolute, velvety 
darkness, surrounded by giant 
Dolby speakers, communing 
with fellow viewers. That’s the 
real deal.It may take a long time 
for a proper revival, and we may 
increasingly choose to watch the 
more intimate, chamber dramas 
on small screens, but for a big 
movie, there’s nothing like the 
big screen. Watching a film at 
home turns it into just one more 
thing you can do while, say, 
brushing your teeth. A mundane, 
routine everyday activity. 
Walking into the cinema, on the 
other hand, is where it’s at. The 
virus, it ain’t going anywhere. 
But neither are we.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Kangana Ranaut is excited 
about her upcoming 
biopic Thalaivi, which 
sees her portraying actor-
politician J Jayalalithaa. 
The actor will be launching 
Thalaivi’s trailer on her 
birthday, March 23. On 
Monday, Kangana gave a 
glimpse of what her fans 
can expect from the trailer 
and the biopic. Sharing 
stills from Thalaivi that 
showcase her massive body 
transformation, Kangana 
wrote, “Gaining 20 kgs and 
loosing it all back within a 
span of few months wasn’t 
the only challenge that I 
faced while filming this 
Epic Biopic, wait is getting 
over just in few hours 
Jaya will be your forever.” 
While in one of the photos 
Kangana is seen in a pair of 
yellow shorts with a floral 
top, she is wearing a golden 
ensemble for a dance 
number in another. The 
third still seems to be from 
the time when Jayalalithaa 
was a 

politician. In February, 
Kangana gave her fans a 
“massive transformation 
alert” and spoke about 
the kind of range she has 
displayed as a performer 
in Thalaivi. She wrote in a 
couple of tweets, “I have 
raw talent like Meryl Streep 
for layered character 
depictions but I can also do 
skilled action and glamour 
like Gal Gadot #Thalaivi 
#Dhaakad. I am open for 

debate if anyone can 

show me more range and 
brilliance of craft than me 
by any other actress on 
this planet I promise to 
give up my arrogance, until 
then I can surely afford 
the luxury of pride.” The 
actor was also all praise for 
Thalaivi director AL Vijay. 
Earlier this month, in a 
series of tweets, she wrote, 
“You are not only amazingly 
competent, your eyes shine 
brighter when I excel as an 
artist. Through so many 

ups and downs, I never saw 
a hint of anger, insecurity 
or despair in you. Spoke to 
people who know you for 
decades and when they speak 
about you their eyes light up. 
You are not a human, you are 
a devta. I want to thank you 
from the bottom of my heart 
and know that I miss you.” 
Thalaivi traces Jayalalithaa’s 
journey in the film industry 
as well as in politics. It also 
stars Prakash Raj, Arvind 
Swami, Jisshu Sengupta 

Thalaivi: Kangana shows her dramatic body 

transformation in new stills ahead of trailer launch
Rani to star in 'Mrs Chatterjee Vs 

Norway', dedicates film to mothers

Kriti : There is a deliberate attempt to try something different
Mumbai, Agency. 

ActActress Kriti Sanon 
will play diverse 

characters in 

upcoming films such as 
"Bhediya", "Mimi" and 
"Adipurush". She feels now 
she is in a position to try 
something different and 
challenging. "When you 
establish yourself a bit 
and people are liking you 
and the film is doing the 
numbers that you want to 

do, it gives you confidence 
to take up something 

challenging. I feel as an 
actor you also get bored 

repeating yourself 

and the audience also gets 
bored seeing you in same 
kinds of films. Yes, there is 
a deliberate attempt to try 
do something different and 
not repeat yourself," she tells 
IANS.
She adds: "I have also 
been lucky enough to have 
liked scripts that belong 
to different genres. If 
tomorrow there are two 
horror comedies I am 
loving, I would do both. It is 
a nice feeling for me to do 

something different and not 
repeat myself."
The actress, who made 
her Bollywood debut with 
"Heropanti" (2014) reflects 
on the projects she has 
done in the last few years 
that have helped her get 
a strong footing in the 
industry. "Bareilly (Ki Barfi) 
was a milestone because 
someone believed in me 
and that was (director) 
Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari, (co-
writer) Nitesh (Tiwari) sir 

and Dinesh (Vijan) who was 
the producer. They believed 
that I could play Bittu in the 
film. I feel that you have to 
have belief in an actor rather 
than the characters, or how I 
look at the red carpet. They 
had that belief and I am 
glad that they did. That film 
was so out of the box from 
what I had done. It gave me 
the opportunity of coming 
away from hair, make-up 
and songs, to getting into 
something that was de-

glam and I just enjoyed the 
characters. After that 99 per 
cent characters I have been 
offered were from small 
towns," says recalls Kriti. She 
also credits her 2019 film 
"Lukka Chuppi" for giving a 
much-needed boost.  "With 
'Luka Chuppi' doing well, 
I got confidence to take 
risk. 'Panipat' was one film 
where Ashu sir (Ashutosh 
Gowariker) pushed me so 
good. The character could 
have gone missing and I 

think he did push me beyond 
where I could take myself as 
an actor. I was very surprised 
when I got the feedback. 
When I was shooting I didn't 
know that this character 
could be so strong," she says.
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COVID-19

Mumbai , Agency. 

Actor Kartik Aaryan on 
Monday said he has tested 
positive for COVID-19 and 
asked his fans to pray for 
him. The 30-year-old actor, 
on Saturday, walked the 
ramp for designer Manish 
Malhotra at the ongoing 
Lakme Fashion Week, 
here. He was joined by his 
upcoming "Bhool Bhulaiyaa 
2" co-star Kiara Advani.
Aaryan took to Twitter and 
shared a picture of a first 
aid medical sign, writing, "I 
am positive. Pray for me." 
The actor was also shooting 
for "Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2" with 
Advani and Tabu, who joined 
the crew on March 15.Aaryan 
began his portions for the 
horror-comedy earlier in 
March in Manali, Himachal 
Pradesh. On Sunday, Mumbai 
reported 3,779 fresh 
COVID-19 cases, taking the 
overall tally to 3,62,675. 
The death toll mounted to 
11,586.
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